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Deans
To Get
Conduct
Code

BY GAYLE COHEN

A fifth, and possibly final,
draft of the Undergraduate Con-
duct Code was informally
approved by the Student Coun-
cil in a straw vote taken at its
Tuesday meeting. According to
Student Council Legal Rights
Committee chairperson Cindy
Simon, the Council will probab-
ly approve the final version
Wednesday.

The reason for the one-week

delay, Simon explained, is to
give her time to present the
document to Associate Dean of
Homewood Faculties Jakie Hall
and Dean of Homewood Facul-

ties George Owen for their
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Legal Rights Committee

approval. Once that is obtained,

the Council will have to formally
accept the Code with any
changes that were made to it.

The Code will then be
presented to the student body in
a referendum, and if it passes the

Class Primaries
Narrow Field

Tom Messana and Marshal
Salant survived the Student
Council Primary Elections held
this week, and will compete in
the run-off for Senior Class
President. In other election
results, Kevin Emerson, who
received more than the requisite
number of votes, was declared
the Vice-President, for the class
of 1980. Secretary candidate
Susan Baisley and Treasurer
candidate Robert Fink who both

ran unopposed, were declared
the winners of those offices.

The field of candidates for

Senior class Student Council
representative was narrowed
from seven to five. During the
run off, three representatives
will be selected from among the
following five: Jeff Aronson,
Robert Elkin, Eddy Joseph
Ross Margolies and Cliff Salin-
ger.

Michael Steele and David
Charney will vie for the presi-
dency of the class of 1981.
Vice-Presidential candidate
Cathy Bonk, who received more
than a majority of the total
votes cast, was declared the
winner of that contest. Un-

I.

opposed candidate James I loelz
was declared Class Secretary
while Treasurer candidates Susan
Anderson and William Barto will
compete for office in the run-
off.

The following candidates
will vie for the three class of1981
Council representative positions:
Michale Banton, Noel Kirnon,
Shelley Klein, Melanie Manary

and Greg Pecoraro.
The run-off election for the

class of 1982 president will be
between Charles Peifer and

David Whitemore. Sheila For-

man and Timothy Chapin will
compete for that class' Vice-

Presidency. Barbara Krasner was

declared winner of the race for

class of 1982 Secretary because

she got more than 50% of the

votes cast. Nina Esaki and Anne

Goel will compete for class

treasurer. Class of 1982 Student

Council representative candi-

dates will be Bill Daly, Linda

Gunshefski, Rich Levy, Karen

Loebel and Mark Trachtenberg.

This week's primary operat-

ed under new rules regarding

write-in candidates. At a recent
cont, on p. 7
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Chairperson Cindy Simon

document will next go to
University President Steven Mul-
ler and the Board of Trustees.
Simon predicts the referendum
will occur within the next few
weeks.

Simon explained that the
Code cannot prevent the Univer-
sity administration from prose-
cuting a student for criminal
offenses. However, it will
'standardize the 'in-house disci-
plinary proceedings--' students
will no longer be subject to the

cont. on p. 7
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1979-80 Budget
To Run Deficit

BY ROBERT RIGGS

A proposed University
budget for 1979-80 calling for a
deficit of about S1,180,000 will
be submitted by President Ste-
ven Muller to the Board of
Trustees on April 23.

The proposal marks the first
stage of a three-year plan de-
signed to achieve a balanced
budget by fiscal 1981-82 under
current administration pro-
jections. This year's budget
created a deficit of over $2.1
million.

"We had hoped to cut that
deficit to $1 million or just
below," Muller said. "The rea-
sons we weren't successful are all
too obvious. Odi- three-year
forecast assumed 7% inflation
and the actual rate has been
higher."

Most areas of the University
have felt the squeeze imposed
under the budget-balancing plan,
Muller said. "Virtually every
budget in the University has
been somewhat reduced in terms
of real operations (after inflation
is taken into account)."

Hardest-hit has been the

Fills Uras Post

central administration in Gar-
land Hall. According to the
President, "the general Univer-
sity budget for general services
and administration has been held
to a very low increase, the
lowest per cent I can find in the
last 20 years."

The total rise of $375,000
in the administration budget
constitutes about a 5% increase.
Of that S375,000, Muller noted,
"S250,000 is for a new com-
puter which we desperately need
to save more money and for
word processing equipment. The
real increase was only about 2%"

The savings which made this
low budget rise possible were
largely achieved through the
efforts of a study committee
headed by Budget Director
Norm Kreuger. Over the past
year, this committee pinpointed
areas where personnel reductions
and improved employee effi-
ciency could be implemented.

The instructional budgets of
the Arts and Sciences and
Engineering departments in the
proposal went up more than
10%, from $11.3 to $12.6

cont. on p. 7

Bowen Manages Housing
Mary Beth Bowen assumed

the position of Housing Director
March 28. She was selected
from a pool of more than 50
applicants from as far away as
Oklahoma.

The selection process in-
cluded interviews of the final six
applicants by a student commit-
tee as well as talks with Director
of Auxiliary Enterprises Bettye
Miller and Associate Dean of
Homewood Faculties Jake Hall.

Bowen spent the last nine
years employed in property
management in Maryland. Be-
fore that she taught for two
years in Baltimore. She gradu-
ated from Towson State Teach-
ers College with a degree in
Early Childhood Education after
spending a year at Notre Dame

cont. on p. 3
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There will be a meeting of the Course
Guide Wednesday, April 18, at 5:00
p.m. in Conference Room A of
Levering. We will be preparing
questionnaires for distribution to
professors at that time.

If you have applied for financial aid
for Academic Year '79/80, you may
be eligible for the Summer '79
College Work Study Program (even if
you have never received an academic
year work study award). A listing of
the many open work study jobs for
this summer is now available. If
interested, please stop by the Finan-
cial Aid Office or call us at x8203.

JSA Disco Lessons coming this
Tuesday April 17 in the Glass Pavil-
lion at 8:30 p.m, Learn the Hustle
and other new disco dances for just a
$.75 charge. Lessons will last about
two hours.

Elections for next year's JSA officers
are coming fast on Monday April 23.
Only participating JSA members are
eligible to vote.

Traditional Sabbath services Friday
at 6:30 p.m., followed by Oneg. Also
services Saturday morning at 9:30
a.m. Both held in the KDH. JSA
sponsored. All are welcome.

Do you speak or want to learn to
speak Hebrew? Join us Tuesday at
5:00 p.m. in the KDH. Dinner only
$2.50 for participants. Organized by
the JSA.

Like to sing? Come join us this
Saturday in the KDH for Hebrew
singing and harmonizing at 5:30 p.m.
The JSA welcomes all participants.

Reformed Sabbath services this Fri-
day at 6:00 p.m. in Conference
Room A, followed by an Oneg in the
KDH. All invited to attend. Spon-
sored by the JSA.

41P
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Pi Sigma Alpha, the National Political
Science Honor Society, is soliciting
members for the Spring of 1979. To
qualify for membership, a student
must have completed 10 credits
of work in political science, including
one course on the 300-level, and
attained a 'B' average in these
courses. Also, students must have
standing in the upper one-third of
their entire class. If you believe that
you meet these requirements, please
contact Marc Alterman at 366-1437,
or through campus mail, Box 15, by
April 19. The national dues is $10.00
and chapter dues is $3.00 to defer
costs.

There will be a general meeting of the
Sailing Club on Monday, April 16 at
7 p.m. in the Garrett Room of the
MSE Library. Elections will be held
and all members are urged to attend.

The International Studies Forum will
meet Tuesday, April 17, at 7:00 p.m.
in VVolman 6-J. Open to all.

On Wednesday, 18 April, the Gay
Caucus will meet at 7:00 p.m. All
interested persons are invited to
attend. For the location or further
information, please call Jim at
235-5859, evenings.

Letters and Papers on the Social
Sciences and Humanities will meet at
5:30 p.m. in Coorference Room A on
Monday, April 16th. Persons inter-
ested in joining the staff are invited
to attend. Persons wishing to publish

in the journal should submit two
copies of their papers to Box 1310.

This Thursday at 730 p.m. the JSA Join the Hand-in-Hand Festival on
will be holding Jewish Roots class April 28 at 830 and be a friend for a
with Rabbi Drucker in the KDH. All retarded person. Orientation for
are encouraged to come. anyone interested will be on April 24
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Quiz Results
Okay, quiz kids, here are

the results to last week's
Sports Quiz. By the by, the
winners are Jon Leizman
and Jon Achinstein, who
lucked out in the drawing.
Bottoms up, fellas!

Part I
1. Dave DeBusschere 2.
Dick Groat 3. Ron Reed
4. Ken Harrelson 5. John
Lucas 6. Bud Grant.

Part II
1. Jim Hryciuk 2. Harry
Chappas 3. Chuck Tanner
for Manny Sanguillen 4.
Memphis 5. Cincinnati
Stingers and Birmingham
Bulls 6. Tom Rowe, Wash-
ington Capitals 7. Jamie
Quirk (A.L.) and Joel Que-
nneville (N.H.L.) 8. Balti-
more, Milwaukee, Toronto

Part III
1. Baltimore Orioles

at 7:30 p.m. in the glass pavillion.
Sign-up sheets are at the Union Desk.
For information call 338-8349. We
need your help.

To any piano players - we need
musicians to play for the Spring Fair
on April 21 between 6 p.m. and 1
a.m. The type of music is with an old
western saloon theme. We can
provide sheet music. Call Bob or Brad

SUMMER STUDY IN

NEW YORK CITY 

Columbia University
offers over 350 undergrad-
uate, graduate and pro-
fessional school courses.
Write for bulletin: Sum-
mer Sqsion, Columbia
University, 102 C Low
Library, N.Y., N.Y. 10027

er;
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VOLUNTEERS

Volunteers needed to
participate in various
vaccine studies at the
Center for Vaccine Devel-
opment at the University
of Maryland Hospital in
Baltimore. These studies
are in-patient and involve
spending a period of time
between 5 and 14 days
in the hospital. Volun-
teers will be housed in
a large pleasant dormi-
tory-type environment.
All volunteers must be
in good health between
the ages of 18 and 35.
Volunteers will be paid
$30per day. If interested,
call 528-5328 for more
information concerning
studies taking place this
spring and summer.

•

•

at 235-0445 or leave a note in the
Spring Fair office - 338-7683.

Yearbook! Yearbook! Yearbook! It
is still possible to order now a 1979
Yearbook. Just send check (payable
to Johns Hopkins University) or
Money order for twelve ($12.00)
dollars to: to Jeff Erle, Box 323.
Seniors include permanent home
address. NO ORDER FORM IS
NEEDED AND IT IS NOT TOO
LATE TO ORDER THIS YEAR'S
BOOK! BUT THE SUPPLY IS
LIMITED SO ORDER TODAY.

Anyone interested in working for the
childrens' activities for Spring Fair
please contact Jill at Box 296.

The Spring issue of Zeniada will go
on sale Monday, April 16, at the
Gilman Coffee Shop, the Post Office,
Levering Cafeteria, the MSE Library,
and the Freshmen dorms.

Easter! Eucharist: 11:00 a.m Sunday,
April 15th, in conference room A,
Levering Hall. Brought to you by the
Episcopal Church on campus. As
always, people of all religions as well
as idle curiousity seekers are cordially
invited.

Pre-Health Society meeting: Monday
April 16, 8:30 p.m. in Maryland 109.
New Members welcome. Questions,
call Mike at 243-8638.

Spring Fair needs you! All those
interested in helping with decora-
tions, there is a meeting Monday,
April 16th in the Great Hall at 4:00
p.m.

Student assistant needed, Sundays,
April 15 to May 27,9.45-11:00 a.m.,
$5/Sunday. Come by the Chaplain's

Office, 9:00-5:00 p.m. First come,
first served.

On April 24 and 26, rain date on the
27th, the Baltimore City Special
Olympics for retarded children will
be held on the Johns Hopkins Cam-
pus from 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
both days. Mayor Schaefer is the
Honorary Chairman, and Art Dono-
van will be the Honorary Coach.
Admission is free for the public. All
you're asked to do is encourage and
cheer on these Olympians. Partici-
pants will be coming from 16 dif-
ferent schools to compete in eleven
events.

Blood Drive Cancelled. Because of
the recent outbreak of Rubella and
measles, the blood drive scheduled
for April 19th has been cancelled.

The Meanings of Passover and Easter,
will be explored in a special program
of readings and music at the Sunday
Experience on April 15 at 11:00 a.m
in the Listening/Viewing Room Hop-
kins Union. Readers from Hopkins
and the community and musicians
from the Peabody Conservatory will
participate in the non-denomination-
al observance. The Sunday Experi-
ence is sponsored by the Office of
the Chaplain, where more informa-
tion is available, 338-8188. Next
week, Sunday, April 22, in conjunc-
tion with the Hopkins Spring Fair,
the Sunday Experience will present
Phillip Dear, one of the most respec-
ted spiritual leaders in The American
Indian Movement. The program will
begin at 10:30 a.m in Shriver Hall
with Indian Dancers.

The Office of the Chaplain will
sponsor its annual dog show, The
Dogs of Hopkins, during the 1979
Hopkins Spring Fair, 3400 On Stage.
The show will take place on Sunday,
April 22, at 2:00 p.m. on the Lever-
ing Hall patio. Registrations will be
accepted until 1:45 on the day of the
show. Everyon is welcome to partici-
pate. No special qualifications are
required. There will be twelve (121
Special Awards
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Sidey Admires Presidency a#11A
Despite Carter's Poor Job
BY PATRICK ERCOLANO

Although Jimmy Carter has
•zarned only "a good solid

C-minus in his performance •

so far," the institution of the '

American presidency remains

"one of the most marvelous that

man has devised," Hugh Sidey, a
veteran White House reporter,
told a Shriver Hall audience of
about 300 persons last Monday
afternoon.

Mr. Sidey, who has been
writing the "Presidency". column

in Life and Time magazines since

1956, made his comments as

guest speaker in the Frank R.

Kent Memorial lecture series.

Kent was the managing editor

and national politicacl corres-
pondent for the Baltimore Sun.

"The United States presi-
dent is still the most powerful
man in the world," Mr. Sidey

said, adding that the foremost

power of the chief executive is

that of example. "What he says

he'll do, or has done, his
thoughts, all these have a power-

ful impact all over the world,

more so than any other man..."

Mr. Sidey, the author of

several books on the presidency,

asserted that it is not inconcei-

vable that the American media

and public expect too much

from the president. "And yet I
don't know where else we'd go

in this very tense and difficult
time," he said.

Mr. Sidey offered observ-

ations of the six presidents he

has covered, beginning with

Dwight Eisenhower, whose grea-
test asset was his trust in the
American system and people.
"That trust is the cement of our
society, something we lost dur-
ing the Johnson and Nixon
administrations."

One of John Kennedy's
strongest points was his sense of
humor, Mr. Sidey said, recalling
the time in 1952 when he had
lunch with the then-Senate
hopeful from Massachusetts.
"Kennedy never carried any
money," Mr. Sidey explained.

"So he asked me to pay the

check. I did. He then asked me

to leave a tip. I did. He counted

the money very carefully and

said, 'That's pretty chintzy."

Like Truman, JFK was a vora-
cious reader who had a deep
appreciation of scholarship.

Lyndon Baines Johnson was
"the best legislator I ever met,"
Mr. Sidey said. "He understood
those men on Capitol Hill, but I
don't know that he understood
foreign affairs.." Johnson's
secretiveness and distrust of the
American people was "the great
tragedy of his administration."

LBJ, a gadget fanatic, loved
all the trappings and power of
the presidency. Once after
reviewing troops in California,
Johnson started walking towards
a helicopter. A Marine stopped
him and said, "Mr. President,
this isn't your helicopter. Yours
is over there." Johnson replied,
"Son, they're all my helicop-
ters."

While it is easy to condemn
Richard Nixon, his foreign pol-
icy triumphs are impressive, Mr.
Sidey said. "He understood

Hugh Sidey

world power very well, but then
he destroyed himself...I recently
had a chance to sit down and
chat with Mr. Nixon, and I think
he realizes that any political
office is virtually impossible for
him."

Gerald Ford "gave more bad
speeches than any president I've
ever covered," Mr. Sidey stated,
but "it's my belief that he gave a
sense of command to the presi-
dency which is absent these
days."

Concluding with Jimmy
Carter, Mr. Sidey said that the
current chief executive's ideas
are "noble as can be," but for
two years he has been searching
for the right formula by which
to run his office. Carter is "a
good man.. .who works hard and
is a man of honor. Groping still,
he has not quite decided who he
is or where he wants to take us."

In a brief interview with the
News-Letter shortly before his
lecture, Mr. Sidey said that
Jimmy Carter will most likely be
renominated at the 1980 Demo-
cratic convention. Senator Ed-
ward Kennedy (Mass.) will pro-
bably not run next year because
"he would rather not challenge
an incumbent president."

Mr. Sidey listed Senator
Howard Baker (Tenn.), Repre-
sentative Philip Crane (Ill.), and
former CIA director George
Bush as the three favorites for
the 1980 Republican presi-
dential nomination. Gerald
Ford "doesn't really want it,"
and Ronald Reagan is "just too
old."
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'Frannie Garfinkel

Leaders Named
For Orientation

Next year's Orientation sub-
committee chairmen have been
appointed by Orientation chair-
person Frannie Garfinkel. Karl
Block and Cliff Salinger will
chair the Advising Committee,
coordinating the selection and
activities of student advisors.
Mark McGlone will head the
Commuter Committee which
tries to provide freshman com-
muters with the guidance which
dorm inhabitants receive from
their housemasters. Gail Kaplan

will direct the Transfer Commit-
tee, which seeks to perform the
same service for transfer stu-
dents. Tricia Lowney will chair
the Moving-In Committee which
sets up the schedule for and
assists students moving into the
dorms. Audrey Zettick and
Bruce Karner will direct the
Social Committee. Amy Kaplan,
who was recently elected Stu-
dent Council Social Director for
next year, will assist them in
planning Orientation's social
activities.

Writing Seminars Loses Professors
BY EDWARD SULLIVAN

Despite the loss of two
professors, the Writing Seminars
will offer "a wide range of
courses," according to Dr. John
Irwin, chairman of the depart-
ment.

The two departing pro-
fessors are Cynthia MacDonald,
a poet, and Edmund White,
a fiction writer. A replacement

Old Boiler Blows
BY PETER CINQUEGRANI

Saturday afternoon at 2PM
the main heating boiler in
McCoy Hall "let go all its
stanchions "according to Super-
intendent of Housing Herb Fred-
rick.

Heat and smoke detectors in
the boiler room automatically
summoned the Fire Department
who arrived a short time later.
Fredrick said "the boiler silenc-
ed itself automatically"and that
all the systems worked as they
should.

He went on to say that the
30 year old boiler had been on
itslast legs but they had hoped
that it would last until the
summer. However the "dying
gasp" of the boiler popped the
safety valves and began the
incident.

An auxiliary system was put

in operation Thursday which

will meet all the heating needs

for McCoy until a new boiler is
installed. Director of Auxilary
Enterprises Bettye Miller said

the process of acquiring a new
boiler has already begun, but an
expense of this size necessitates
careful consIderation. s

Housing
cont. from p. 1

College.
Bowen said she was pleased

with the system here. She was
surprised that it works so well
and that every student who
wanted housing could get it.
Miller had been performing the

duties of Housing Director since
the previous director. Umran
Liras departed at the end of Jan-
uary.

for MacDonald next year has
already been hired; one for
White is expected some time this
month.

MacDonald has accepted an
offer to teach in the English
department at the University
of Houston. Because her con-
tract expires this year, her
departure has been expected.
Daniel Mark Epstein, a local
poet who has just returned from
the American Academy in
Rome, will take her place next
year as a visiting poet. A perma-
nent replacement will be sought
for the following year.

White has decided to spend
next year working on a novel.
The department is investigating
a list of temporary replacements
which includes several area
writers. "I hope that by the end
of April we'll have some definite
word," said Irwin.

'Richard Howard, who has
received a grant to work on a
novel, will also be gone next
year'. Ile will return in the fall of
1980.

John Barth will return from
leave in the fall. Charles New-
man, the department's former
chairman who was hired to fill in
for Barth this semester, will not
be b.ack in the fall.

According to Irwin, the
losses will have not have a
drastic effect on the quality or
quantity of courses to be offer-

ed. "There's going to be a full
complement of people and plen-
ty of classes next year." Epstein
will offer two classes both
semesters. Dr. William Arrow-
smith, who holds a joint
appointment in the Classics and
Wiitin4 Seminars departments,
will teach a course in the fall and
another in the spring. Robert
Arellano, Barth, Dr. Freidrich
Breitenfeld, Irwin, and David St.
John will all be offering courses
next year. Present plans a:so call
for a visiting poet to be brought
in to teach a graduate-level
course in poetry in the spring.
That course will be open to
qualified undergraduates as well
as graduate students.

Most graduate courses
offered in the department--
except the workshops in fiction
and poetry--are open to under-
graduates as well. Under-
graduates are thus able to choose
from a wider range of courses,
said Irwin.

Nevertheless, Irwin sees
White's departure as "a great
loss. It'll be hard to find some-.
one who can do many things as
well as he can." In addition to

,his fiction writing workshops,
White also taught classes in
contemporary world fiction and
a seminar in playwriting.

The department will wait
until next year to bring in
permanent replacements in order

to assure itself of enough time to
select individuals of the same
quality as MacDonald and White.
"At this late date, it's hard to
find people," said Irwin,
"especially since it's only a
one-year visiting appointment."
Epstein was hired to replace
MacDonald because the depart-
ment knew early in the year that
she would not be returning.

White plans to spend the
year writing a long novel. His
first two novels, Forgetting
Elena and Nocturnes for the
King of Naples, though well-
received, were each less than two
hundred pages long. He is also
finishing a travel book which is
to be published in February.

White is also considering
opening a publishing house with
two men who now operate
a 'freelance publishing agency.
The group hopes to print very
small runs of quality fiction in
hardcover editions. "We want to
subsidize that project- through
other activities of the firm," he
said.

Converting a Kaufmanh and

Ferber comedy of the 1930s

into a musical is another project

of White's. He is working with a
composer and a lyricist now and

said that he hopes . "to get that
done and on the stage by next

year."
He also added that he might

teach again.
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Next week, the various committees currently under-

taking a review of the curriculum at Hopkins will turn

their attention to area and departmental requirements at

Johns Hopkins. Two things, however, need to be not

specific departmental but general prerequisites for any

undergraduate who obtains a diploma here.

'One major activity young people engage in while

obtaining a University education is organizing their

thoughts along novel conceptual frameworks. These

frameworks, like Marxism for example, can be quite

profound in scope, and frequently they contrast with or

contradict the frameworks people have been accustomed

to in a way which provides a very valuable perspective.

Thinking according to such a new perspective allows us to

see how the assumptions we have .grown up with have

shaped to a surprising extent the way we perceive events

and conditions in the external world.
The framework which affects both the broadest

portion of our lives and at the same time incorporates the

most specific conceptual units necessary for thought is our

language. No idea can take shape even in our minds, much

less in our speech. without words. So it follows that for an

educated person it is most essential to be able to stand

aside for a moment and take a look at the linguistic

framework that has molded him. The best available means

for doing so is to learn and employ a second language.

Successful completion of at least an elementary-level

course in some language should therefore be made a

compulsory requirement for undergraduates at Johns

Hopkins.
There is another reason why a general foreign language

requirement should be instituted. All too many Americans.

including even the majority of college graduates, remain

ignorant of the rich cultural heritage to which we are heir,

a heritage largely shaped on the continent of Europe

and the sands of the Near East. They are too often una-

ware and seemingly uninterested in the dramatic events

which unfold even today outside the borders of the U.S. A

graduate of a first-rate American institution of higher

learning should be capable of rising above this general tide

of ignorance. A Hopkins graduate should at least possess

some level of competency in a foreign language. Such

competency is an absolute minimum tool necessary ,for a

person to achieve a sufficient level of culture and cosmo-

politanism to be described by the term "educated."

At the same time, another language requirement of a

very different nature should be instituted. All students

should be required to demonstrate some minimum level of

proficiency in a computer language.

Computers are constanth becoming more important in

our society. Almost no field of endeavor is immune to the

improvements which can be effected through their use. So

the ability to work with computers is valuable no matter

what career a person may ultimately follow, and just like

knowing a foreign language it is important for an educated

adult in the 1980's to possess.
Like foreign languages, computer languages are an

alternative to the conceptual framework employed in the

English language. They are much easier to learn than

foreign languages, and while they are structured similarly

to English (so are the Romance and Teutonic languages,

for that matter), they are different enough to make

learning one a worthwhile intellectual exercise in itself.

Engineering, mathematics, and science-oriented students

will undoubtedly gripe if a foreign language requirement is

instituted, and many humanistic area majors will be even

more upset about the prospect of having to take a com-

puter course. But the curriculum reviewers should plot

a course designed to truly _educate Hopkins undergradu-

ates. even against their present-day wills.

Require Tongues Opinion
Nuke Non-Necessity

BY JOHN GUNN

The editorial "Nuke Neces-
sity" expresses quite succinctly
some common misconceptions
and antiquated notions appar-
ently held by too many Ameri-
cans. Underlying the editorial
was the assumption that the U.S.
economy must continue to
grow, consuming more and more
energy in the process, in order to
survive. Morally and pragmati-
cally the U.S. cannot continue
on its inherent systematic course
of economic "growth." As
a small percentage of the world's
population it is morally repre-
hensible to continue to consume
a vast majority of the world's

resources at a cost of impover-
ishing third world areas. Politi-

cally and economically we can-

not dominate the "free" world

as was possible in the post WWII

era. Domestically, economic

growth is accomplished at the

expense of unemployment,
environmental pollution, and a
declining quality of life for most
Americans.

Mr. Riggs seems to feel that

increased application of energy

i.e. increased capitalization of
world industry, is the palliative

needed to stave off world
"holocaust" in the face of

growing world population and

that nuclear energy is the
solution to this energy problem.
Nuclear energy is absolutely not
the answer to world needs in the
face of growing populations.
Nuclear energy is the most
capital intensive of all electrical
generating options. The world
needs full employment; a condi-
tion which is apparently anti-
thetical to maximum growth in
G.N.P.

It is very conspicuous that
the government has emphasized
nuclear energy to the exclusion

of the alternatives: solar,
geothermal, wind and conserva-

tion measures. Without huge

federal expenditures in nuclear

energy research and develop-

ment in the '50s and '60s, a time

when the U.S. energy outlook

was fairly stable, there would be

no commercial nuclear energy

in the U.S. today.
(In 1953 the Atomic Energy

Commission, which at that time

was solely in the business

of weapons production, employ-

ed 5% of the U.S. construction
labor force and consumed 10%

of the country's electric power.)
The government further subsi-
dized nuclear energy by the

1957 Price-Anderson act which,
because no insurance company
would insure a commercial
reactor, limits a utilities' liability
in the event of a major accident

to 500 million dollars. Nuclear

energy has never, until now,

been a political issue. For the

last thirty years the government

has been fostering "peaceful"

atoms on us, at no time presen-

ting to the people an unbiased

appraisal of nuclear energy for
popular referendum.

Aside from the proven
momentous health hazards in-

herent in nuclear energy, the

industry is facing serious opera-

tional problems. The uranium

supply is estimated to only last

another thirty years. Uranium

has also been rising in cost, has a

result of the uranium cartel,

to the point where at current

prices coal fired plants are

competitive with nuclear plants

on h cost per kilowatt basis.

Since 1973 _there has been a

significant drop-off in nuclear

plant orders because of utility

over-estimate of electricity de-

mand. (The result of the '73

Arab oil boycott was surprising-

ly a decline in the growth rate of

electricity demand.) Finally,

without the breeder reactor

program which has been a

devastating failure, the nuclear

industry cannot survive. The
breeder reactor recycles spent
uranium into reusable fuel; un-
fortunately a by-product is high-
ly toxic plutonium which is
readily transformable into
bombs.

Utilities are attracted to
nuclear energy because it is most
profitable. Being a regulated
industry, electric utilities are
granted a profit which is based
on a percentage of their capital
investment. Nuclear, being the
most expensive capital invest-
ment they could make, insures
larger profits. Any expense
accrued by the numerous shut-
downs of nuclear plants for
refueling and repairs are legally
passed along to consumers who
must pay higher rates for "re-
placement" power. Incidentally,
all the utility propaganda pro-
selytizing nuclear energy, such as
pamphlets and advertisements, is
an expense usually paid for by
rate-payers.

Alternative energy sources,
especially solar power, and ener-
gy conservation measures are
increasingly being recognized as
the real solution to the energy
"crisis." The problems inherent
in these solutions is that they are
not capital intensive and hence
not readily adapted to the
present growth-orientated indus-
trial system we are saddled with.
The adoption of alternatives will
require dynamic alterations in
the infrastructure of our society.
We have reached an end of the
era of unlimited growth, now we
must learn to live within the
confines of our fully integrated
world economy. Emphasis must
be placed on reusable, non-pol-
luting, energy readily available
to all people.

John Gunn is a member of
the Editorial Board of the
News-Letter.

[letters to the editor I
to a point. The problem with orchestral students the technical

new music is that it is not facility and concepts of musical

didactic, it most often does not phrasing which will earn them a

To the Editor: improve the technical ability of living.

the instrumentalist as would It is unfortunate that the

The April 6 issue of the traditional literature. Contempo- "war horses of the past" are the

News-Letter presented a letter rary composers are habitually bread and butter literature

by an ex-Peabody student which experimenting with new sound which the public pays to hear,

contained some erroneous mis- and uses of instruments that are but it is a very small minority

conceptions about the role of often riot congruent with their that will admit to enjoying

contemporary music in the con- intended use, such as banging on contemporary works. Yes, it is

servatory curriculum. That the instrument with one's advantageous to enhance one's

person viewed the conservatory knuckle and blowing through repertoire with new works but as

students as not wanting to step the wrong end of a horn. The a supplement and not diet. The

into the 20th century by their effect can be entertaining to the conservatory orchestra is not a

dissatisfaction of performing audience but it does not pro- professional ensemble which can

contemporary music. mote mastery of the instrument, promote new works but a

I agree that contemporary Traditional literature repre- training orchestra of tuition

music forms an important part sents the best of past eras and is paying students concerned about

of the musician's education, more idiomatically suited to give cont. on P. 5

P-body



Our Readers, Right?
cont. from p. 4

their education.
To pretend that Peabody is

the vanguard among music

schools by emphasizing new

music is to slit our own throats

when it comes time to audition

for one of the few jobs available.

Professional orchestras require a

knowledge of standard works.

Where is one to get this experi-

ence if not in school? It's like

trying to get your first credit

card without a credit rating.
Lynn Burke

Med Skool
To the Editor:

This letter is directed to the

two dissatisfied premedical stu-
dents who wanted to know why
the Johns Hopkins School of
Medicine does not accept a
respectable proportion of their
undergraduates (April 6). Al-

though I am sure that the

admissions committee has its

own reasons, to me the answer is

quite obvious. Granted, the

undergraduate premedical pro-

gram is academically one of the

finest in the country. Few

would argue that point. How-
ever, as a first year medical

student, I can see that the
admissions committee chooses
students not only on the basis of

the quality of their undergrad-

uate education, but also on the
basis of their extracurricular
interests and their well-rounded-

ness. This is not to suggest that

the premedical students at
Homewood are narrow-minded
and have no other interests other
than getting into medical school,

but rather to propose that

before demanding an explana-

tion from the admissions com-

mittee and Dr. Muller, the

premedical students should eval-
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Special Student Rates

WORDS 484-6895

Free
Pregnancy

Tests
Prompt confidential help,

including birth control

and abortion services.

eWlemit

788-4400

Expert typing guaranteed

- Professional proofread-

ing, editing and revision -

- Flawless work Call

Steve Saetz — 825-0855

.lanytime. 

Educational Center

uate themselves not only aca-

demically, but also in other areas

as well. Yours truly,
Weibel Palade

School of Medicine

Ill Logic
To the Editor:

I can hardly believe the
nature of that which passed for

the opening editorial in the April

6 issue. Granted, even with the
peril which has seemingly passed

these past few weeks, one might
still find some sort of excuses
for the use of nuclear energy.
But really! To rationalize it by
saying that you take a risk every
time you enter a major thor-
oughfare... that sort of logic
recalls General Curtis LeMay's
1968 dictum: "I'd rather get
blown up by an A-bomb than
fall on a pungee stick."

Can things have changed so
much that this is representative
of university-bred thinking?

Wayne Reisig

•
TA

411+1411
tfd:o S4ji

100 E. 33rd Street

In the Bradford Apts.

(Entrance: 33rd Street)

AIR CUTTING & DESIG\ 
 FOE ME\ WOMEN

JUST 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!

OPEN TUESdAY SATIURdAYp 9 - 5 pm

CALL 235-7083 foR AppoisTmENTs

cAe,'(2l:  JULY/OCTOBER

Call Days Evenings & Weekends

BALTIMORE

N 243-1456
Visit our Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE MS

3121 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
Centers in Maior US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

HEY GRADS & SENIORS

Peace Corps & VISTA
people will be on campus:
April 24-25
Sign up today at your
placement office for in-
terviews. Talk with
former volunteers.

In Peace Corps you can become
involved in an important move-
ment for world peace by helping

people with problems of poverty,
hunger, ignorance and disease.

In VISTA, you'll em-
power America's poor

by developing their
leadership skills.

For more info call:
(800) 424-8580 X38

or write:
Peace Corps/VISTA
1713H St., N.W.
Wash., D.C. 20525
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"The Meaning of
Passover and Easter"

A special program of
readings and music.

April 22, 1979
11:00 a.m.

Levering Hall
Listening-Viewing Room
The Johns Hopkins Universit

The Johns Hopkins University
Office of Special Events

(WEDNEJDA1' NOOMERIE5)
"CLOWNS, MAGIC AND JUGGLING"

with
The Free Lance Fools

(Johns Hopkins University Graduate Students)

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18 - 12 NOON

Garrett Room, Milton S. Eisenhower Library
Homewood Campus

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

"BEST FOREIGN FILM
OF THE YEAR"

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

BEEKI$MRFOMECTIMR

GET OUT YOUR
HANDKERCHIEFS
EXCLUSIVE
The Playhouse
OF CHARLES VILLAGE

25th at Charles -2350430

WEEKDAYS: 8 (9 10 P.M.
WEEKENDS: 2, 4, 6, 8 ce 10 P.M.
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SHRIVER HALL
FRI & SAT, APRIL 13 & 14

7:30 & 10:00 p.m.
Admission $1.00

rn

CATCH A
RISING STAR!

.
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HELLV **
nTEiTi

A regular on the Tonight Show,
Kelly Monteith has also appeared

at the Cellar Door in Washington D.C.
Now he's coming to Baltimore for

one night only

APRIL 21
7 AND 10 PM SHRIVER HALL

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

GENERAL ADMISSION: $3.00

NOW ON SALE AT HOPKINS UNION DESK!

CALL 338-8197 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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[ The Senior Class Film Series Presents
ill eji, liver

Friday, April 13

' Saturday, April 14

Starring Burt Reynolds

& Jon Voight

7 & 11 p.m.

9 p.m.

HITCHCOCK'S ACADEMY AWARD WINNING

REBECCA 
Starring Laurence Olivier

& Joan Fontaine

El

Friday, April 13

Saturday, April 14

9 p.m.

7 & 11 p.m.

ALL SHOWS IN SHAFFER 3

ADMISSION: $1.00 PER SHOW
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Junior President
Cancels Formal

BY MIKE FINGERHOOD

Amidst an unusual chain of
events, the Junior Class Formal
originally scheduled for Friday,
May 4, has been cancelled.
Junior class President Scott
Wolfe made the decision after
conferring with Student Council
President George Connolly.

Wolfe, who decided to look
for an inexpensive off-campus
hall for the site of the dance,
chose the University-owned
Sheraton on the recommenda-
tion of Senior Class President
Monroe Zeffert. Wolfe obtained
a contract and a menu from the
hotel and was told that the hotel
would reserve the room for him.
However, a week later, the
Hopkins Sheraton called and
told him that there had been a
change in administration and
that the room had been booked
for a convention.

The hotel told Wolfe that he
could still have the room but
according to Wolfe, it did so
"hoping that I didn't want it."
However, the hotel insisted on
an immediate answer.

Wolfe, who had never re-
turned the contract, on which
there was no official time
limit, chose not to take the
room. However, he based his
decision primarily on financial
reasons rather than on the
Sheraton's error. The dance
would have cost $3900 for 200
persons. Collecting only 25
dollars per couple,- Wolfe and
Connolly both felt the loss
would have cut too deeply into
the Junior class budget.

Another reason for the
cancellation was the temporary
change in the final examination
schedule. Finals were moved up
one week to begin May 7. Wolfe
feared there would be a low

turnout at the dance because it

was scheduled for May 4, only

three days before the first day of

finals.
While the final examination

schedule has been returned to
the original time, Wolfe said it is
now too late to reschedule the
dance.

However, much controversy

has arisen concerning the Hop-
kins Sheraton, for this is not the
first time there has been a mixup
involving a Hopkins dance.
According to Senior class Presi-
dent Monroe Zeffert, the same
thing happened to him when he
tried to schedule a dance there
last year.

After considering several
locations, including the Hilton,
Cross Keys and Belvedere, Zef-
fert chose the Hopkins Sheraton
for his class dance to be held last
April. Feeling that it was by far
the best deal, he reserved a hall
there. Zeffert was given a hold

Scott Wolfe

and told that if anyone else
called, he had forty-eight hours
to sign the contract or give up
the room.

Rules Changed
For Class Races

cont. from p. 1
meeting, the Student 'Council
decided that in order to qualify
to be put on the ballot in a
run-off election, a write-in
candidate would have to get 50%
of the vote or be one of the two
highest-scoring candidates in the
primary election. Under the old
rule, there were two methods by
which write-in candidates were
placed on the ballot in the
run-off election. The highest-
scoring write-in candidate in an
unopposed race was automati-
cally placed on the run-off
ballot, no matter how few

write-in votes he received. In
addition, if a write-in candidate
was one of the top two scorers
in a contested race, he would be
listed on the run-off ballots.
This procedure was changed
after the Council experienced
numerous, difficulties with it in
the last Election. As Student
Council Elections Committee
chairperson Monroe Zeffert said,
"It (the old system) was far
from easy."
The run-off elections to de'cide

the final winners will be held
Monday through Wednesday of
next week.

Conduct Code Approved By SC,
To Be Presented Soon To Deans

cont. from p. 1
good will of a particular admini-
strator."

The University currently has
no Conduct Code because the
last one submitted was never
ratified by the Board of Trus-
tees.

The Code will deal only
with non-academic offenses.
Academic offenses will continue
to be handled by the Ethics
Board. Under the system which
the Conduct Code would set up,
a charge will be certified by the
Associate Dean of the Home-
wood Faculties. The student will
be able to choose whether the
Dean or a student hearing panel
will consider his case. The
hearing panel will consist of five
members of a 10-student mem-
ber Judicial Board to be
selected by the Student Council.

If a student chooses to have
his case presented before the

Judicial Board, he may also
choose whether the case should
be made public or remain
private.

In order for the. iJudicial
Board's hearing panel to convict
a student, four of its five mem-
bers must find him guilty. If the
panel convicts a student, it
makes a recommendation of
punishment to the Dean of the
Homewood Faculties, which he

need not necessarily follow.
The Code also includes

provisions for rehearings. Each
student has the right to have his
case redetermined within 15
days of his notification of the
results if new evidence is found.
lie can also appeal the final
determination and the penalty.
All appeals are addressed to the
Provost, and in cases where
suspension or expulsion has been
mandated, the student can also
appeal to the President after he
appeals to the Provost.

The main problem still to be
ironed out is the role of the
deans. The Student Council
would prefer that the dean who
certifies the charge against the
student is not the same dean
who determines the penalty if
the student is convicted. Present-
ly, this would mean that Hall
would certify the charge and
Owen would determine the
penalty. However, according to
Simon, the administration has
indicated that it would prefer to
have Hall handle all disciplinary
matters by himself.

The Student Council has'
been working on the Code for
more than a year, beginning
last January. Since that time,
one of the main problems has
been defining the University's
jurisdiction of non-academic of-
fenses. The most recent draft of

Muller Reveals Plan For
Balanced Budget By 1982

cont. from p. 1.
million. Combined funding for

plant operations and the Library

will also rise by just under 1 0%

if the budget, already cleared by

the Board's Budget Committee,

is approved as expected April

23.
Muller and Kreuger are

already well-advanced in their

consideration of the budget for

1980-81, the second stage in the

three-year program. "We are not

sure that we can run without a

deficit in 1981," Dr. Muller said.

"If we have a deficit, we hope to

have a small one."
"We expect to run without

a deficit in 1982," he continued.

However, he placed four im-

portant qualifiers on that pre-

diction.
Ile said the administration is

now assuming an inflation rate

of 9% over the next several years

in .its projections. "If we have a
lower rate, we'll probably do
better, but if it's higher, we'll
probably do worse," he com-
mented.

Other key assumptions are
that the base of research grants
awarded the University will
continue to rise, as it has over
the past few years, and that the
University will avoid a major
reduction in indirect cost re-
coveries on these grants due to
new accounting methods recent-
ly introduced in federal regula-
tions.

Indirect costs are expenses
incurred by the University for
such items as buildings, equip-
ment and electricity, which are
used in research but are not paid
for by the grants obtained

for individual projects. The new

guidelines, introduced in a circu-

lar referred to by the administra-

the Code outlines this broadly as.
offenses which constitute "di-
rect or material damage and/or
threats to the health, safety or
property of the University
community or damage to the
physical facilities of the Univer-
sity, and occur on University
property or arise from the
student's affiliation with the

University."
Simon explained that earlier

drafts of the Code were too
specific and too restrictive of the
University's powers. "We had so
many problems with that, with
trying to get 21 people (Student
Council members) to decide
what are or are not offenses
against the University."

EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
The following is a list of employment interviews held in the
Placement Bureau for the month of April. ONLY DAY
SCHOOL UNDERGRADUATES AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO INTERVIEW. If you are
interested in these companies, please come into the Placement
Bureau as soon as possible and sign-up for an interview.

13th, Friday Navy Officer's Training Program
17th, Tuesday F.B.I.
18th, Wednesday Bankers Life and Casualty Company
18th, Wednesday Westvaco
20th, Friday Army Corp of Engineering
20th, Friday New York Law School
23rd, Monday A.C.O.R.N.
24th, Tuesday Peace Corps / Vista
25th, Wednesday Peace Corps / Vista X

COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS

ACORN needs organizers to work with low and
moderate income families in 16 states (AR, SD,
TX, LA, TN, MO, FL, CO, NV, PA, IA, OK, MI,
AZ, NC, GA) for political and economic justice.
Direct action on neighborhood deterioration, utility
rates, taxes health care, redlining, etc. Tangible results
and enduring rewards - long hours and low pay.
Training provided.
Contact the Placement Bureau for interviews Mon-
day, April 23 or write Ann Lassen, ACORN, 628
Baronne, New Orleans, LA 70113 (504) 523-1691.

tion as A-21, reclassify items Modernizesuch as training, which is not
subject to indirect cost recover,
and it is feared they may have an
adverse impact on the rate at
which the University is entitled
to collect indirect costs, accord-
ing to Krueger.

Muller also said that the
University will have to obtain
"substantial new revenues" from
donations and other fund
sources in order to meet the
three-year plan goals.

Overall, the entire budget
for the University will rise from
$176 million this year to about
$200 million in 1979-80. How-
ever, Muller noted that $5
million of this increase resulted
from a simple bookkeeping
operation in which some clinical
services performed in East
Baltimore were transferred from
the Hospital to the University.

By The Year 2000

-CHINA'S NEW LONG MARCH

Bill Hintonl

speaker

with a brief slideshow depicting

life in China today

PLACE: Sluiver Auditorium, JHU

DATE: Wed., 4/18 TIME: 7:30 p.m.

reception to follow

Donation: $1.00
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W M EN HI P AT KINS
by Elaine Pizzo, Lindsay Kaplan am,.

It was a long haul, friends, but we made it. 93 years ago
Hopkins was "talking" about coeducation. 10 years ago
the first female undergrad had yet to round the corner.
And even when we got here, the situation wasn't pretty.
It took a little lil,eration—and a lot of adjusting--for
Hopkins men and women to settle in and get along. But
now it's almost safe to say that we have definitely
arrived. Don't call these girls a cab We're here to stay.

The Olden Days:
From the very beginning, the founders of Hopkins

devoted considerable thought to the education of

women--mainly, to how long the University could avoid

it. An exaggerated concern for the delicate constitutions
of the feebler sex seems to have been the main excuse
for barring it. As first University president Gilman put it
in 1876, the Trustees hesitated to expose the ladies to
"the rougher influences found in colleges and universi-
ties where young men resort."

There were exceptions, few and far between, mostly
scholars of demonstrated exceptional ability and the
daughters and spouses of professors. The first female
student at Hopkins was Martha Carey Thomas. The
Board of Trustees said that she could be guided in her
graduate studies by University professors and take their
exams—but she could not attend classes, including an
important Greek Seminary taught by Dr. Gildersleeve. It
was rumored that she got to listen to the lectures by
hiding behind a screen in the classroom.

Though Thomas passed her first-year examinations
with commendations, she withdrew from the University
the following year because she felt she was merely a
private pupil of Dr. Gildersleeve, which was unfair to
him and was not what she wanted. Thomas went on to
become the first woman Ph.D. at the University of
Zurich and the dean and president of Bryn Mawr. The
J.H.U. Women's Center was named after her.

Although graduate and undergraduate women
continued to press for admission, the Board of Trustees
refused to establish a standard until 1879, when they

decreed that 'ladies may. be admitted to lectures in

Hopkins Hall,'but "not (to) the usual classes and (to)
lectures not specially excepted." They barred undergrad-
uate women entirely.

Any inclinations that Hopkins Trustees may have

felt toward admitting female undergrads vanished in

1888 when the Women's College of Baltimore (now
Goucher) was founded. It was just what the anti-coedu-

cation majority was looking for: "an adequate answer

to any call that the University's undergraduate class be
opened to women students."

It was in the Medical School that women finally
broke the graduate student sex barrier. Trustees had
banned women from that particular branch of the
University -because what went on in the Biology labora-
tories was deemed "inappropriate" for ladies to witness.
In 1889 plans for the building of the long-delayed
School of Medicine were stymied by a lack of funds.
Nancy Morris Davies, Mary Garrett and a Women's Fund
Committee got together to offer the S406,000 needed to
complete the school--on the condition that women be
admitted on the same basis as men. When the school
opened in 1893, three of the original 18 M.D. candidates
were women.

11 '

And in the spring of 1907 other University departments
followed suit as Hopkins became "the last of the great
graduate institutions in the country to admit women."

A few women appeared among the first faculty
members of the Medical School, and a few female
lecturers appeared from time to time. But not until 1916
did the first full-professor-to-be appear in the Division of
Arts and Sciences.

Dr. Florence Eilau Bamberger came to Hopkins
from Columbia, with her Ph.D. in the philosophy of
education. By 1924 she had been -appointed a full
professor; later she became director of the College of
Teachers at the University. Dr. Bamberger worked for
the instruction of educators and in child-centered
teaching. She wrote prolifically and lectured around the
world.

Besides being a scholar, Bamberger was a dedicated
feminist. In a 1933 interview the Sun reported that "Dr.
Bamberger has only scorn for the current fashion of
snubbing female intellectuals and mingles pride with
mild resentment that she is the lone woman professor
(at) Homewood..." The writer continued, "She looks
forward to the day when the pedantic male will be taken
down a peg or so by his ambitious sisters."

Bamberger participated in the great march for
women's suffrage in 1914; and when the 19th Amend-
ment was finally added to the Constitution "she regret-
ted that she had only one vote to cast for Woodrow
Wilson."

Undergraduate coeducation at Hopkins got off to a
promising start in February 1969. While students dem-
onstrating against the Vietnam War marched outside, the
Hopkins faculty met to seriously consider the question
of admitting women undergraduates. A News-Letter
reporter in attendance duly noted, "Most professors
were clearly bored by the issue."

Although most faculty members eventually favored
coeducation, opinion was divided at first. Some agreed
with Dr. Kerr that admitting women would raise the
enrollment in the Humanities and the social sciences at
the expense of the sciences and engineering (it did not).
Dr. Jack Green of the History department "defended"
the principle of coeducation on the grounds that women
would occasion more academic interest because "boys
(would have to) work in order to keep above the girls."

When the Academic Council officially recommend-
ed that undergraduate women be admitted to Hopkins,
then-University President Lincoln Gordon appointed a
Task Force on Coeducation to explore the question and
to make recommendations. The Committee came out in
favor of admitting undergraduate women for several
reasons: (1) enrolling women would actually increase
the size of the pool of qualified applicants (it did); (2)
increase the diversity of courses in the Humanities
especially (it did not); (3) improve the intellectual and
social environment of the campus. (did it?)

There were those Hopkins men who protested the
proposed onslaught of women. One student complained
that "the Hopkins coed shall displace an otherwise
well-qualified man from attending Johns Hopkins
University.. .the femme fatale on campus today, at best,
only will be some struggling professional's chief cook
and bottle washer tomorrow."

Another objected that "the aura of ravishing fair
young maidens billowing down the valleys of the quad is
a myth. The woman brought to Hopkins would only
be...a female version of the C-Level technocrat grinding
away.. .'Romance' and 'Hopkins' seem mutually exclu-
sive (to me)..."

But cooler heads prevailed, and on October 14,
1969, the Board of Trustees officially approved the
coedification of Johns llopkins University, breaking the
93-year-old undergraduate sex harrier.

Hopkins had never gone coed before and didn't
know quite how to go about it. Although female gradu-
ate students had been attending the University for the

past 62 years, Hopkins still lacked such basic necessities
as adequate housing (no dorms); enough lavatories for
women; gynecological services at the Infirmary; and an
organization to deal specifically' with the problems coeds
would face. The official University answer to all these
shortcomings was to be "flexible" until such time as a
real need was demonstrated.

Because of housing problems the first undergraduate

women to attend Hopkins were 21 freshmen from the

Baltimore area, some of whom would commute; while

the rest, along with 69 transfer students, would be

lodged in then all-graduate McCoy Hall. According to

Mike Hill, N-L reporter and erstwhile leader of one of

the women's segregated orientation groups, Hopkins

men "responded to their presence with the brazen

behavior which has marked the appearance of females on

campus in previous years." He did not elaborate.

The first women undergraduates received a peculiar

sort of attention from their male fellow students which

was not always appreciated:
"When you walk into a small class, all conversation

stops and 38 coordinated eyeballs follow you to your

seat...If you sit down in a big lecture hall, nobody will

sit next to you until all the other seats are taken--we call

it the Island Theory.. .You feel like a cross between

Gypsy Roselee and Typhoid Mary."
One student commented, "In the beginning most

men went out of their way to be courteous to women

students to the point of abnormality. We received a lot

of attention." For example, she said, a male student

would pass through a doorway, suddenly realize that the

door was about to slam in the face of the woman behind

him and would rush to stop it before it could.
Once they had settled in, Hopkins women did not

hesitate long before responding to the more blatant signs

of discrimination around them. On October 6, 1970, the

News-Letter ran the first letter written by a female

student objecting to its sexist policies. The writer

criticized an ad featuring "a halfclothed 'chick' simper-

ing under the macho gaze of a naked-torsoed stud." It
continued, "By printing such bullshit sexist ads, you are

perpetuating the oppression and dehumanization of
women."

One response to sexism and to the needs of under-

graduate women was to include women's studies courses

in the curriculum. In 1971 Emily Toth, a graduate
student in comparative literature, tried to set up a course .

in "Literary Perspectives on Women." The Humanities

department approved, provided the course be taught on

a non-credit basis--because they felt that Mrs. Toth, who

had supported her family for three years teaching. at

Morgan State--would "overburden" herself by teaching

one credit course while studying at Hopkins. In an

abrupt change of face, a News-Letter editorial com-

mended Toth for "undertaking something special for

and about and by women."
Undergraduate complaints of discrimination moved

graduate students to examine their own situation with"Frankly, I find you rather immature."
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respect to their professors and peers. They objected that
only 25% of those graduate students admitted were
women. Graduate Nr, men demanded more -;ourses,
better instruction, da., e centers; fairer distribution of
fellowships and more women faculty members as role
models.

The first woman coeds graduated from Hopkins in
1974. Some women, m io felt that as a class their experi-
ences were unique and interesting, organized a commit-
-tee to write a speech for graduation. They sent out a
survey asking their fe, Ile classmates about their impres-
sions of undergraduate life. Although responses varied,
the general consensus seems to be summed up in the

words of one of the first transfer students:
"One thing which this class of women learned, I

feel, is to be stronger. The very fact that all gains for

women had to be fought for actively...has given us a

basis for examining some of the more insidious ways

women are treated in the society as a whole.. .Although
I still have misgivings...I think Hopkins has developed

into a more egalitarian institution than my other school,

where they were not forced to confront their attitudes

and change them."
Not to be outdone by our feminist predecessors, we

conducted our own survey of Hopkins women, under-
graduates and graduates alike. The five questions we
asked drew a variety of often quite startling responses:

1. Why did you come to Hopkins? Did the male/-
female ratio affect your decision?

The reasons most women gave for coming to
Hopkins were those that might attract any male appli-
cant: reputation of the school or of the department,

generous financial aid, small class size, etc. Most said
that although the male/female ratio did not affect
their actual decision to apply, it didn't bother them too
much either. There were a few exceptions:

"I'm here first socially--then academically."
"I thought it would give me the right to be choosy

and the center of attraction."

2. How do you think Hopkins women are viewed

by their male peers? By male professors?

Responses on this question varied widely, and might

best be expressed by a sampling of quotes:

"Men don't notice women, basically because we

don't make enough noise. People don't even know we're

coed yet."
"Professors are easily duped. They will bend over

backwards for us. It's an advantage I like and exploit."

"Women have an advantage in the Humanities

because they are taught to be more humane."

"Hopkins men have a respect for Hopkins women

intellectually but 'not socially, which I find strange...It

may be that they are scared of the intelligence and

sophistication of Hopkins women."
"Women are viewed by the majority as wanting to

latch onto a guy.. they aren't supposed to be really

serious about their work. The men set up the stereotype

and the women fulfill it."
3. How do Hopkins women feel about Hopkins

Women?

Most freshman women seemed to view other women
as social and academic competition. A minority expres-
sed a desire for more female companionship. Among the
upper classes and graduate students the trend was
entirely opposite--women would seem to "look to each
other for support," to form close community or family--
type relationships. Yet perhaps because of the male/-
female ratio, many women said that they had more close
friendships with men than women.

"I feel that we (female graduate students) can cope
with the pressures of Hopkins better than the male
graduate student. Because we're doing something non--
traditional, we know pretty much when we arrive what
kind of shit we'll have to face."

"Hopkins women don't know Hopkins women. We
are too isolated from one another. I think all women
would like to see more women here."

4. How do you feel about being a woman student
at Hopkins?

Undergraduate women pereived that .their sex made
a difference socially but not academically. Graduate
women expressed a definite awareness that their gender
affected their academic existence at Hopkins.

"There's a lot more happening here for girls than
guys. A small number of girls makes participation in
activities like the Glee Club and the Drama department
dependent on interest and not ability."

"When you finally do accomplish something in
competition with men there is a greater sense of victory.
Not a personal victory, but a social victory."

Women offered suggestions including more Affirma-
tive Action hiring, particularly to provide faculty role
models for women.

"There are no real women get-togethers here. And
there should be. But they should avoid the stigma of
women's lib. Maybe we could get together to learn
self-sufficiency. It would be nice if guys were there too
because we would be in a non-competitive and non-soci-
al atmosphere."

We wanted to interview another segment of the
female population--women faculty and administra-
tion--to find out about their accomplishments and their
views regarding Hopkins women in general.

Dr. Ghilaine Godenne is director of Counseling and
Psychiatric Services for the University. She has been part
of Hopkins for 22 years, has worked in the White House
for the last six, and was the first woman staff resident in
the School of Medicine.

Godenne said that as far as undergraduates are
concerned, women are much better off now than when
coeducation began. "Women are much more competitive
now than before. Then they were continuously looked
at to see how they would do. ..but there is still discrimin-
ation. Women have to achieve more than men in order to
get the same benefits."

She felt the male/female ratio is "much worse on
the males. ..The academic competition makes dating an
infrequent pleasure."

Godenne said that the greatest problem for Hopkins
women is the conflict between the traditional wife--
mother role and that of a professional working woman.
"Most women don't realize they can have both even if
this involves some sacrifices."

Godenne cited the ridiculously low number of
women faculty members as a prime example of current
discrimination. Although Hopkins compares favorably
with other Ivy League schools in terms of per cent of
women faculty, the vast majority of these women hold
lower-echelon positions.

"Kindness of heart, keenness of mind have made
Carrie May Kurrelmeyer Zintl a devoted alumnus and a
beloved world citizen." In 1978, the JHU Alumni
Association made this award to Dr. Carrie Zintl, guest
lecturer and a senior member of the faculty.

Dr. Zintl took her Ph.D. in German and Classics at
Hopkins at 24. Though she was one of only a few
women students, Dr. Zintl feels that she was always
treated with respect. She believes in hard work as a
remedy for discrimination: "If you do your work,
I've found there are no distinctions made. If you can

deliver the goods you come out all right."
Dr. Phoebe Stanton, professor and chairperson of

the History of Art Department, discussed her work and
her relations with the students. She came to Hopkins in
'62 having earned her doctorate at the University of
London under renowned architect Nikolaus Pevsner. She
has published two books and numerous journal articles
and lectures nationwide.

Of special interest to Dr. Stanton is the practical
application of her researches. She serves on various
urban planning boards where her knowledge of archi-
tecture comes into play. And she teaches. "I love the
students. They're why you're here. They remember the
courses, the works of art...that makes it all worthwhile."

Today women undergraduates are working both on
their own and through campus organizations to achieve
their goals. While some groups in which women partici-
pate continue to be strongly supported, others have
declined since the early '70's. The Women's Athletic
Program is one of the success stories. Hopkins now hosts
not one but seven varsity teams--in field hockey, tennis,
fencing, squash, swimming, basketball and lacrosse.

Women athletes express varying views about the
state of women's sports at Hopkins. While most feel that
faculties and budgeting are now proportionately equal to
those allotted to men, a few complain about inconveni-
ent practice times, frequent turnover of coaches and
difficulties in getting new sports started.

Some women stressed that because the program is
not very developed, there is no necessity for stardom.
"Sports here function on the principle of interest, not
the principle of ability," one student said.

The Women's Center, however, has not progressed
as far. It is no longer the radical organization created by
the first women undergraduates. The Center is less active
in undergraduate concerns, perhaps because the under-
graduates demonstrate a little interest in the Center.

A spokesperson for the Center attributes under-
graduate apathy to the fact that they are not as strong-

ly affected by role conflicts which society commonly
imposes on women. She felt Hopkins undergrads are
"very concerned academically but apolitical and apathe-
tic."

"Undergraduate women tend to believe that sexism
has been conquered and do not see that discrimination
today is not blatant, but subtle, " she concluded.

The first undergraduate women knew just how
much they had achieved, but they felt a need to affirm
their position and suggest a future orientation. In 1974,
the founders of the Women's Center planned a series of
speakers and events for women. Entitled Next Step: A
Festival of Women, it was aimed at celebrating the
present and potential role of women in today's world.
The program coicided with the graduation of the first
four-year coed class.

The featured speakers included poet Anne Sexton
and Jane Fonda. Sissy Farenthold, a Texas state legisla-
tor and the National Women's Caucus Chairperson,
spoke on the problems of women in America, addressing
her talk to Hopkins women:

"I think that for women at Hopkins, especially the
members of the first four-year coeducational class, there
comes first a need for awareness, for without awareness
you can't know what you are about. Then there's a place
for assertiveness, and a time for audacity."

Representatives of the women in the first coeduca-
tional class were invited to speak on their experiences at
their Commencement ceremonies. They chose to focus
the close of their speech on what, after all, seemed the
most important aspect of their undergraduate experi-
ence:

"We, in this graduating class, were the instruments
of change. Our unique experiences, however, have not
prevented us from maintaining our high ambitions. We
plan to make our education productive, to utilize it
beyond this level. Eighty per cent of the women gradu-
ating today are going on in higher education and then
professional careers. We will be the doctors, scientists,
lawyers, politicians and professors of tomorrow. We as
women hope to continue to work towards abolishing
social stereotypes for ourselves and others, as this
society begins to acknowledge the capabilities of all its
members."
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The following is an excerpt from the fourteenth
bicentennial report of the agent Saurak to the monitor-
ing committee of the planet Euremia.

...I have had occasion to observe a mew form of
worship which has recently arisen on this planet, already
so replete with a variety of peculiar mystic practices.
The chapel of this religion at the University currently
under my surveillance is located down the hall and
around the corner from the Office of the Chaplain,
which apparently is the official organ assigned to exer-
cise a general supervision over all such spiritual activities.
While the new practice does share some of the charac-
teristics of the antique religions, it takes a unique flavor
from the use of the recently-improved if still primitive
technology on the planet.

The chief rite consists of the worship of a silver ball,
after which the sect takes its name, "pinball." There are
about .10 such balls in the whole chapel at Johns Hop-
kins, each encased in its own glass and wood housing.
They remain out of sight, cloistered in these boxes until
someone comes in to make a donation and pray.

The practice of this pinball is standardi7ed to a high

1

Brilliantly-lit beauties adorn

many of these machines.

degree. The ball appeal s, in the presence ut tlic
shipper for a period of about a minute at a time. During
this session, the cult follower enters a trance-like state of
intense concentration, and dares not remove his eyes
from the silver orb as it rolls along inside the box.
Frequently he will also shake his body, nudge the ball's
housing, and manipulate a pair of electric levers as he
attempts to retain the ball within his view. Fortunately

for the worshipper, however, these efforts invariably
prove futile because the machines containing the balls

are designed not to allow them to remain exposed for

excessive periods of time. Evidently brevity of the

prayer session is a critical aspect of pinball practice,

since the technicians assigned to care for the balls
and their machines always adjust, disconnect, or remove
them immediately should it become possible for the
worshipper to view the ball for a protracted period of

time. My conjecture is that the reasons behind this are
twofold. Physiological effects such as rapid heart rate

Wizardry
and sudden secretions of the sweat glands of the palms
and armpits observed in the worshippers while the balls
are in view indicate that the mystic trance is charac-
terized by a high stress level which might prove detri-
mental to the follower's health if sustained over long
time periods. The short prayer time also facilitates access
to the sacred balls by a large number of people and
reduces the time necessary for them to wait before
performing their devotions.

While the ball is'in view (it is protected by the glass

casing of the housing so that no one can ever be so

profane as to touch it), its machine emits noises and

flashes lights evidently calculated to have some signifi-

cance for the initiated devotee. The tones produced vary

from one machine to another. Some make rapid bursts

at high frequencies which resemble the sounds made by

the archaic gunpowder-operated automatic weapons

used in warfare on this planet, but most simply utter

bell-like noises similar to those which can sometimes

be heard on the devices they use to receive video trans-

missions emanating frem the western coast of the United

States. That these sounds have some symbolic im-

portance for the practice of pinball is confirmed by the

fact that followers who have spent the largest amounts

of time in prayer are also the ones who hear the most

noises while they are worshipping. It is also interesting

to note that these most faithful adherents are permitted

to view the sacred ball longer than newcomers. This of

course is due to the physical conditioning built up in

these individuals over a large number of prayer sessions,

which permits them to better withstand the rigors of the

pinball services . It also serves as a clever and effective

means of rewarding longtime members of the sect, who

take an extreme pride in their exalted status within the

pinball congregation.
Now, as I mentioned a moment ago, the sacred ball

invariably returns to its resting place inside the wooden

housing. But that event does not immediately mark the

end of the prayer session. It appears obligatory for the

worshipper to make some gesture of thanks to the

machine for having provided him with a few moments of

enrapfured ball-viewing. This portion of the rite allows

members more freedom in their manner of praise, which

can take the form of any of a large number of sometimes

bizarre rituals. One very common method followed by

many worshippers is to curse and blaspheme against the

gods of the planet's other religions, which is a way of

expressing thanks for having rejected them for the richer

mode of experience offered by pinball. Other means Of

performing the closing rite can be more physical. Some

shove the machine in a magnified version of the nudges

performed while the ball is in view, while others follow a

custom which to me makes little sense but is neverthe-

less for some reason among the most popular--they

pound ferociously on the glass cover which protects the
sacred ball.

As you will recall, the inhabitants of the planet in

the vicinity of the Euphrates River several thousand
Earth-orbits ago used to employ in their religion, sexual
relations with their priestess as part of their sacred
religious rites. While such libidinous activity has been

intensively suppressed by the religious institutions
hereabouts for the past two millenia, pinball reprewnts a

return to an emphasis on sex in worship. In fact, sex is

one of the primary elements of symbolism in the new

religion. Brilliantly-lit drawings of handsome males and

alluring female figures adorn the majority of the ball-

holding machines. And when a worshipper has the ball

disappear from view after an ecstatic if brief prayer

session, he can often be heard tc claim. Thie machine

screwed me."
Perhaps the most inaiguinp and sinister aspect of

this pinball religion is the quec psychological _hold it
achieves over its member. Rarel day can pass when a
follower fails to e—ploy as many quarters 'is he happens
to have in his pockets for donat,,,ns to the sacred balls,
while other religions on the planet consider themselves
fortunate if their adherents wors1;p weekly. As a result,
the sect's leaders (custodians of the balls and their
machines) have become quite wealthy. At the Hopkins
center alone, they pocketed upward of $15,000 (3000
Euremic centares) last year, while a clique of students at
the University took an equal share simply for granting
the religion the privilege of operating at the school.
Pinball followers at the temple I have been observing are
mostly male students at the University, although occa-
sionally children and females are also permitted to be
initiated and allowed to take part in the sacred rites.

I have not, as yet, been able to determine whether
the pinball religion will eventually gain ascendancy on
the planet. It appears strongest in the most progressive
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nation, the United States, and it is making dramatic
inroads in some European countries, especially France.
It is also most prevalent among the children of the
educated and wealthy classes, and most of the temples
are located in suburban shopping malls, which represent
the most modern development in this planet's culture.
Combined with the fact that the followers of the religion
are almost exclusively young people, this would seem to
make the future of pinball practice bright, perhaps
even unlimited. Some of the more responsible leaders in
the sample society I have been studying have also
become recent converts. Most notably among these, are
two distinguished political science professors, who have
also brought along some of their friends on occasion to
be introduced to the services. I shall continue to monitor
this phenomenon, and I shall notify you immediately in
case it should give cause for alarm...

This report was intercepted by Robert Riggs during
one of his not infrequent visits to another planet.

IGRADUATE STUDENT'S
INIIIIN

.44r. CALENDAR OF EVENTSI

Symposium: Priorities in Education
Friday, April 13th: The Humanities Today 2:30 p.m. Garrett Room, MSEL

Thursday, April 19th: Interdisciplinary Education 4:00 p.m. Remsen 101

Social Events: 
Receptions following - see posters for details

Rock and Soul Dance - free to grads Friday, April 13th 9:00-1:00 a.m. Glass Pavillion

Every Tuesday night - Grad Club Grad Night Reduced prices for Grads

Every Friday - Grad Happy Hour 4:30-6:30 The Rat (please show ID to bartender)

Black and White Spring Dance - last day of classes Friday. May 11th - Glass Pavillion
(watch for posters)

Graduate Volleyball, League Mb Free Play Every Tuesday 7:00 p.m. Athletic Center XI
Sports:

OEM
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"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."

C 1979 PABST BREWING COMPANY. Milwaukee, VVis, and other cities
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Elvis: The New
Professionalism

GEORGETOWN, April 6--Hearing Elvis
Costello tonight was like hearing the
Beatles at the end of 1964. Which is to
say, Costello's show was tamer, slicker
and more professional than frenzied
earlier tours. With his new big-bucks
market, Elvis seems to have decided to

button his collar; the result, unsurpris-
ingly, is the best-orchestrated pop rock
since John, Paul, George and Ringo
decided that picking up M.B.E. awards
from the Queen wouldn't hurt their
careers, after all.

The concert's prominent feature was
five new songs, reportedly written during
this year's tour. Most striking of this
batch was the show's opener, a love song
called "Girl." Love songs? Elvis? The
other new numbers revealed other twists:
longer introductions, longer songs and
more emphasis on Steve Naive's organ
riffs. All this was so agreeable, so well
done, that one could easily forget that
last year's model sang "I don't wanna be
your lover/ I just wanna be your vic-
tim..." This year Elvis is on the prowl.

He scores, too.
Perhaps the infamous Costello anger

is fading, evolving into something else.

Reviews of earlier shows on the tour,

particularly in the West, portrayed a

belligerent man who walked off in a huff

(his favorite mode of transportation)

after 45 minutes of music. Not so

Current Flix
Handkerchiefs Murder By Decree
This year's foreign film receiving an

Oscar, Get Out Your Handkerchiefs,
is an ironic story of a woman who is
bored and disillusioned by the men in her
life. Solange's husband finds it so im-
possible to make her happy that he gives
her to a stranger in a restaurant. If this
would make her smile again, he would
surely make the sacrifice. So who said the
French weren't sexually liberated? Un-
fortunately, both men eventually make
Solange so unhappy that she spends most
of the film fainting and looking as if
she were in mourning.

What saves this film from being more

than a two hour state of depression is the

way in which the dialogue is laced with
humor and absurdity. In many scenes,
Bertrand Blier's film plays with old
stereotypes and values, twisting them into
ridiculous human artifacts. One especially
ironic theme is the dedication of So-

lange's husband to cure her (regardless of
cont. on p. 13'

Gong Nurtures
The Avant-Garde
Saturday, April 7: a good night to have With Mother Gong on stage, Gilli
been tuned into Radio Gnome, or at Smythe made her entrance wearing fur
least have been prepared for an uncom- and a multi-colored gown and began to
mon aural experience. I'm referring, of add vocal colorings to the music already
course, to the JHU Fine Arts Commit- in progress by producing piercing tones,
tee's successful presentation of a "pro- squeals, and throaty rasps (her "space
gressive music festival" here at Hopkins whisper") through an echo unit. After an
featuring Mars Everywhere, Maelstrom, instrumental, Smythe returned wearing a
Zu, Gilli Smythe and Mother Gong, shiny, dark red robe and carrying a flag
Yochk'o Seffer, and Daevid Allen's Gong. bearing the radiation hazard symbol. Over
The concert was very well attended a "Sunshine of Your Love" guitar riff,
by what seemed to be a diverse group, the chorus of "nuclear waste" was
including faithfully costumed Gong de- repeated dirge-like while Smythe corn-
votees. Despite rather long pauses be- mented or replied ("something we can't
tween acts, the audience never beca e too get rid of; something we don't want").

restless, and appeared to behave, in For a few moments, a distorted tape of a
most every respect, like a stereotypical news broadcast about the Harrisburg
progressive/"nu" crowd, i.e. interested accident could be heard. Next, she
in listening to the music more than donned a black robe and' hood for a
anything else, modified version of her feminist work

Mars Everywhere plays powerful "Time of the Goddess" followed by the
science-fiction-inspired music similar to haunting existentialist/feminist song-
early Tangerine Dream or "Space poem "The Prostitute Poem." She then
Ritual"--era Hawkwind minuis the lyrics, told a version of the Pied Piper story,
They ctarted the evening with a piece emphasizing that the children were lost
called "Twilight Zone Jam." A taped because of the city's love for money. Her

tonight. Elvis appeared playful, almost "Twilight Zone" introduction, with Rod final song-poem was about a robot

cordial with his audience during the Serling's narrative and the familiar woman ("You Made Me Into Your

80-minute set, dedicating "Accidents Will musical theme, served as the starting Machine"); it was done over a plodding,

Happen" to "our friends in Pennsylvania" point for an extended interpretation. The repetitive musical background, and

and sending "Oliver's Army" to "the theme, picked up by guitar, was varied in Smythe wore a box on her head. The

boys at the Pentagon." The Elvis- different ways as the band improvised music for these works provided by

audience rapport was best summed up by around it. They proceeded to perform a Mother Gong was excellent: rippling

a teenybopper who rushed past security continuous "suite" of seven other pieces guitar, jazzy synthesizer and woodwind

guards to give Elvis an onstage hug; Elvis with titles like "Industrial Sabotage," abstractions, and Smythe's abstract vocal

never missed a beat. "Message from Space," and "Nebular interjections. However, I thought some of

The biggest sacrifice of this new Hymn." Repeated rock riffs and driving Smythe's poetry was pretentious and too

professionalism is the angry urgency of percussion formed a substrate for shifting obviously didactic; without their musical

his early songs, very few of which were sheets of bubbling, bleating synthesizer settings, such poems would fail.

included. The only_number off My Aim and abstract, lost-in-the-ozone clarinet. Bathed in a red spotlight, Yochk'o

Is True was a carefully-executed "Watch- Instrumental lines were set echoing off Seffer delivered a long tenor saxophone

ing the Detectives." This Year's Model each other, falling and rising in eerie, improvisation, accompanied only by a

fared considerably better; the show flowing passages. drummer and a tape of layered, droning

featured slick versions of "The Beat" and Maelstrom combines synthesizer, or- saxophones and voices. The accompani-

"Pump It Up" while "Radio Radio" tore gan, piano, bass, woodwinds, and per- ment was rich and hypnotic, providing a

the place apart ("Do you like your cussion in keyboard-dominated, jazz- backdrop for Seffer's modal improvisa-

radios? I can't hear you! Louder!"), and based compositions that veer from tion and defining areas of pitch. The

a ten-minute rendition of "Lipstick complex improvisation to an almost tape's volume was deliberately and

Vogue" marked the evening's high point, Passport-like sound. The first piece, gradually increased so that near the end

demonstrating how tight the Attractions entitled "Immature Oocytes," was a duet of the piece, Seffer's playing seemed to

are. Elvis did get a chance to show his for live and taped keyboard. It began be awash in a rising sea of sound. Seffer

guitar proficiency on a jumping version of with piano on tape, and live synthesizer had great command over the tone of his

"Chelsea," but the playlist lacked a weaving in and out of patterns established saxophone, yet despite this power the

number of standards, such as "Red by this taped accompaniment; then the improvisation tended toward repetition.

Shoes," "Mystery Dance," and another arrangement was reversed as synthesizer There were moments of brilliance, but I

song which might have summed up in replaced piano on the tape. In the second would have had to call the overall impro-

precise terms the way this otherwise piece, plucked piano strings and per- visation unsuccessful. Seffer's second

enjoyable evening went: "I'm not angry, cussion dissolved into a mixture of improvisation, on piano, was much more

anymore..."oscillating synthesizer, brooding bass, and creative and successful. Along with dense,
—David Newman organ chords. The music developed a chordal patterns, Seffer sang through an

jumpy surface of rhythm changes, differ- echo unit, following the melodies he

ent synthesizer sounds, bursts of drum, played on the piano. Drums again accom-

Zappa-esque organ fills, and violent panied him, as his voice cascaded over

saxophone over lush mellotron. The final thick blocks of piano improvisation.

piece was relatively straightforward jazz- Daevid Allen and Gong came on after

rock, entitled "God It Is A Symbol having kept the audience in suspense by

Thing." It featured a beautifully pro- leaving a synthesizer sequence playing

grammed mellotron that sounded like a repeatedly on the empty stage. Allen

Sherlock Holmes has long been a disembodied choir. Several riffs were addressed the audience, evoking the spirit

matinee idol. An early Holmes film passed around amid the jamming, and of Zero the Hero ("If you believe in

starring Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., portrayed grandiose chords gave the piece a fittingly nothing, Zero will be your hero and he

Conan Doyle's detective romping along a religious air, will help you out"), and hanging his

boardwalk, rescuing damsels in distress Making a surprise appearance was Zu, pointed cap reverentially at stagefront.

and being chased by the police. A a New York group. Their sound could be The music was violent and emotional

Holmes satre from around the same described as "updated psychedelic"--with with crashing drums and guitar, searing

period capitalized on Sherlock's "seven the same type of screaming, distorted synthesizer. There were sections resem-

percent solution"; here Holmes jumped guitar and unrelenting percussive beat bling free jazz and others dominated by

around like a madman after injecting common to 60's acid rock. Zu also Allen's sustained glissandos. Allen chided

himself with cocaine, employs synthesizer and electronic per- the audience about smoking pot, calling it

The classic Sherlock Holmes was cussion extensively. They played two "the most straight thing you can do," and

Basil Rathbone, whose profile and suave long energetic pieces. The first included a launched into "I Am A Freud," a dadai-

rationality convinced many viewers that segment in which a radio was piped stic pastiche of old popular tunes.

he, indeed, was the "real" Holmes. But through the synthesizer, sounding like During this set, Allen changed into a

this has not discouraged other, more some extraterrestrial broadcast bubbling pixie outfit, then took off his striped

contemporary actors from picking up the through a boiling mass of sound. The pants again and pulled on some silver

deer-stalker hat and pipe. George C. Scott second emphasized repeated synthesizer pants, screaming "Look at me!" while

in They Might Be Giants played a man patterns (using sequencers) for a night- the music went into a cacaphonous dirge.

who, to escape his problems, convinced marishly robotic effect. In both pieces, The scene typified Allen's mischievous

himself that he was Sherlock Holmes. His instruments created walls of resistance sense of humor, which someiimes seems

answer to the question of what the great and interference, through which musical to approach insanity. A long, fluidous

detective would do in the modern age is passages crashed and reacted unexpected- instrumental followed, featuring Allen's

cont. on p. 13 ly. cont. on p. 13
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the cause or cost) while remaining unable

to see that his own insufficiencies are

partly to blame.
Solange's husband, nevertheless, con-

tinues to seek all the advice offered

to him. The most frequent response he

receives is "get her pregnant, that's what

every bored wife needs." But this is
precisely the problem--Solange can't have

children.
So Solange's husband pursues the

stranger to whom he has offered his wife,

absurdly hoping that he can perhaps help

or at least ease the loneliness which this

husband experiences. Eventually, because

of her husband's persistance, Stephan

becomes Solange's lover and her hus-

band's good friend. They form a united

trio--all dedicated to making Solange

happy, and perhaps pregnant too.
At the start of the film Solange is

knitting a sweater for her husband. She

soon knits an identical sweater for her

lover, as if they were both the same man.

When Solange is taken to the hospital

after one of her many fainting spells,

both men visit her while wearing their

identical turtlenecks. When she proclaims

that she wants to stay in the hospital

her husband slaps her. As she begins to

cry on his shoulder her lover takes out his

handkerchief and offers it to her.

Solange, however, turns away from him.

In his failure to comfort her, Stephan

turns to her husband Raul and dries his

tears.
The title scene reveals an underlying

theme in Get Out Your Handkerchiefs.

Men', or at least most of those Solange
knows, offer to help her, to love her, to
care for her, to dry her tears. Yet these

gestures are all selfishly motivated. When
her lover offers his handkerchief, to her
husband, he receives the same emotional

Handkerchiefs, Planet Gong, And Holmes
Fine Arts
Festival

gratification-the same noble feeling--he
would have had if Solange had wanted
him to comfort her. The men in Han-
dkerchiefs desperately need to be helpful
to fill the void in their own lives. They
also need to see Solange happy and
healthy so that they can be sure they are
capable of curing her. Ironically, their
disfigured selfishness is just another cause
of Solange's unhappiness.

Each of the men in Handkerchiefs
places another burden on Solange, acts
like another parasite in need of her
attention. Until she meets a 13-year-old
'genius' who knows what it is like to be
unhappy and feel misplaced, Solange is
made continually unhappy by the self-
centered attempts of those around her.

The boy she meets, Christian, is
immediately attuned to her feelings,
unlike any man she has ever known. He is
unlike the others and he is unlike the
other children Solange cares for in the
summer camp, which was another thera-
putic measure taken by her husband and
lover. Christian is shortly able to make
Solange happy, to bring back the smile
for which her husband becomes a pimp.
When a mere child accomplishes this,
however, both lover and husband do not
feel happy for Solange but betrayed by

her.
in Get Out Your Handkerchiefs the

weak triumph over the strong, upsetting
the natural order of things drastically.
The final frames show both husband and
lover walking away (looking a bit like a

French version of Butch Cassidy and the

Sundance Kid). Both are handicapped by

their inability to give emotionally with-

out expecting a response. The irony of
Handkerchiefs is that Christian, a frail

boy who expects nothing from Solange, is
the only character who is man enough
to make her happy. -Cathy Battaglia

cont. from p. 12
guitar. After a brief explanation of some

of the Planet Gong mythology, "Divided

Alien" Allen put on his teacup hat and -
swung the band into a version of "Radio
Gnome Invisible," followed by "Master
Builder." Gong's performance concluded
after three more pieces: a considerably
changed and rocked up version of "Poet
For Sale," "Typical Flash," and a wildly
anarchic rendition of "Opium for the
People." The music was idiosyncratic, not
necessariy polished, always surprising,
egomaniacal, disillusioned...in short, it
was the music of Gong, which often
seems impervious to criticism when one
considers how well Allen has maintained
his revolutionary concept-group.

-Mark Skoner

Sherlock
Once Again

cont. from p. 12
answered when he and his female com-
panion, Watson, lead a supermarket raid.

Christopher Plummer, in this season's
Murder By Decree is the best Sherlock
Holmes in many years. It is immediately
apparent that Plummer is completely at
ease with his character. Not only is he at
home with cool deduction; he is also
capable of showing the emotion that we
only glimpsed in Conan Doyle's stories.
His rapport with Watson (James Mason) is
natural and warm. The scenes of Holmes
teasing Watson about his unfortunate
snafu while interrogating women in the
prostitutes' quarter and of Holmes

apologizing for squashing Watson's long
sought pea are funny without being out
of character. Though Plummer's diatribe
about social injustice at the end is a bit
too emotional, his overall sympathy for
his clients is convincing.

James Mason adds a new dimension
to the character of Watson. Like the

Watson of the stories, Mason's is slow to
follow Holmes' train of thought and
overly vocal in ,his humanitarian outrage.
Yet Mason also epitomizes Watson at his
best--brave, intelligent, and loyal to his

friend.
The plot concerns Holmes' efforts to

track down Jack the Ripper, the notori-
ous London lady-killer (sic) in the late

nineteenth century. What begins as the

actions of a lunatic branches out into

politicians attempting to exploit the

murders for their own purposes, a Scot-
land Yard cover-up, and a secret Masonic
brotherhood embroiling top government
figures. The story moves quickly--match-

ing the pase of Holmes' rapid deduction.

The befuddled Watson takes the part of
the often befuddled viewer who wel-
comes the good doctor's questions that
force Holmes to explain his brilliant
deductions. The suspense is nerve-racking
and the director's use of blood is drama-
tically effective, rather than just gross.
The final chase scene and show-down
between Holmes and the Ripper are well
paced and short enough to sustain inter-
est.

To many Holmes fanatics, this movie
will probably fall short of expectations;
after all, S. Baring Gould, in his enormous
annotated edition, found fault with

Watson's chronicling of the detective's
adventures. But for the majority of
"laymen," Murder By Decree sholild
provide excitement, color, and an excel-
lent Sherlock Holmes. -Ros Resnick

Spring Fair Bands
Gilman [ Shriver

Friday 4:pril 20

Baltimore Band jazz 12-1

NI!) Mercy --progressive rock 1:30-2:30

Joanne Dodds Band - original rock 3-5

Saturday April
rock 10-10:45

11-12
12:30-1:15
1:45-2:30

3-5

Sunday 'April
11-11:45

12-1
1:30-2:30

3-5

Head Over Heels - country

Boah jazz
Airborne -- rock
Loose Shoes - reggae, r&b

The Ravyns - rock

Pat 'n John - acoustic

The Reason -- rock 'n roll

Keystone - bluegrass

Dakota country rock

Desperate Living rock
Slim Pickins - bluegrass

Len Skorkd Quintet --jazz.

21
Dannon Wight - acoustic

Michael Hedges Band rock
Tex Wyndham & His Red Lion Jazz

Band -- dixieland jazz
Manhattan Music Coalition -- jazz

22
Aaron & Joel Marcus -- original

Jaack -- rock
Freewater - country rock

Maryland Trinidad & Tobago Steel
Orchestra steel band 'calypso
 .1

READING
THURSDAY, APRIL 19, 8:30 P.M.
GARRETT ROOM, MSE LIBRARY
John Hollander and Guy Davenport will read from their

new books, Blue Wine and DaVinci's Bicycle. Copies available

at the JHUP Bookstore and at the reading.

"Blue Wine" and
Other Poems
John Hollander
John Hollander's first collection of verse since the appear-
ance of his highly acclaimed retrospective work, Spectral
Emanations, shows one of the most gifted poets in America
entering a new phase in his distinguished career. In moving
beyond his unique blend of meditative elegance. closely

observed detail, and learned wit to explore even further the realms of mythologi
cal vision, the poems in this volume reaffirm Harold Bloom's estimation of
Hollander as a "poet as vital and accomplished as Ammons. Merrill, Merwin,
Ashbery. James Wright. an immense augmentation to what is clearly a group of
major poets." $8.95 hardcover

$3.95 paperback

Da Vinci's Bicycle
Ten Stories by Guy Davenport
Guy Davenport's writing. proclaimed New York Times
critic Hilton Kramer. "is a tour de_force that adds something
new to the art of fiction." Da Vinci's Bicycle. Davenport's
second collection of fiction, contains ten prose pieces in
the author's characteristic style — "history and necessary
fiction" brought to life by Davenport's wit, intelligence,
and verve — whose subjects range from Richard Nixon and

James Joyce to such little-known figures as Swiss writer Robert Walser and the
first century A.D. Roman philosopher. Musonius Rufus. $12.95 hardcover

$4.95 paperback

At your bookstore or from

Johns Hopkins
The Johns Hopkins University Press. Baltimore. Maryland 21218
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Blue Jay Swimmers Win National Crown
Welsh Named 'Coach Of Year' By NCAA

The Johns Hopkins swim-
ming team captured its third
straight national title at the
Fifth Annual NCAA Division III
Swimming and Diving Champ-
ionships held March 15-16-17 at
Geneseo State College in Gen-
eseo, New York.

Hopkins edged out second
place Kenyon 349 to 241.
Williams finished third with 137,
followed by Allegheny, Clare-
mont, Tufts, Hamline, St. Law-
rence, Wooster and Occidental.

Hopkins swimmers set five
new school records, including a
new national record by sopho-
more Jon Blank in the 100
breaststroke.

Individually, the Blue Jays
were led by senior Bill Smiddy,
with victories in the 200 and
400-yard individual medlies and
a second place finish behind
teammate Jon Blank in the
200-yard breaststroke. Blank
was also a double winner, taking
the 100-yard breaststroke in
addition to a victory in the
200-yard event. Doug Moya won

the 200-yard butterfly and Tim
Collins successfully defended his

title in the 1650-yard freestyle
which, when added to the team's
400-yard medley relay, gave the

Blue Jays a meet-record of seven
championships.

Coach Tim Welsh was also
named coach of the year in
Division III.

As usual, the title was the
result of supreme effort and
preparation from both team
members and coaching staff.
One unique portion of this
year's program which Coach
Welsh plans to include in each
training season is a course
entitled "Creative-Performance"
devoted to mental preparation in
athletic performance. Its goal is

to prepare the athlete to mental-

ly expect the performance he
wishes to achieve physically.
Welsh feels that this program
has been a big help in the season
and is planning to keep "Crea-

tive Performance" as part of
future swimming seasons. "It is

not a magic formula," says

Welsh. "There is no course in the
world that will take a fifth grade
athlete and make him a world
champion. But what it will do,
did do, can do and does do is to
allow you to discover what your
own abilities, potentials and
excellences might be and achieve
that."

Welsh said the course allows
goals that they can see them-
selves achieving, then teaches
them to achieve that goal.
mentally.

The individuals, however,
comprise a team. And Welsh
feels that being part of a team
allows the swimmers to achieve a
large portion of the excellent
performance which they repea-
ted this season. "The Johns
Hopkins swimming team is a
team, but on this team there
happens to be a lot of fast
individuals. Without either one
of those we would not have
what we have. If we did not have
fast bodies we would not be able
to move as fast as we have."

The struggle between the
individual and the team is the
same in every sport, Welsh feels.
"When it gets down to the
bottom line, finally the guard
has to make the block, the end
has to catch the ball, the pitcher
has to throw a strike, whatever.
When you are the athlete, it
comes down to you and the
situation and you must perform:
the more specific you are able to
make your training, and your
practice, and your imagination
and your expectation to say,
yes, I will do this."

The Creative Performance
course has helped the swimming
team to feel that they do not
have to do anything new at
meets, that they have done it all
before. The course deals with
the scientific data that the mind
has a hard time distinguishing
between something that actually
happened and something vividly
imagined, as when one gets
frightened from something in
the dark which does not actually
exist. Whether or not it exists is
irrelevant, the mind reacts the

JV Laxers Roll
BY MICHAEL FINGERHOOD

Although they have posted

a 1-3 record midway through the •

season, the Junior Varsity La-

crosse Team continues to suffer

from a lack of experience.

With the deluge of rain the

past two weeks, the team has

been relegated to forty-five

minute indoor practices. This

has not helped the team gain

experience and makes it difficult

to practice the transition from

offense to defense and vice

versa, which Coach Howdy My-

ers cited as a major weakness of

the team.
In their latest game, on

Wednesday, April 17, the Jays

lost to Towson State 7-3.

The Jays opened their sea-

son against Calvert Hall, losing a

close game 5-4. However, they

came back two days later,

beating Essex Community Col-

lege 9-4. Nevertheless, the win

proved costly for Hopkins is
midfielder Jay Bond and George

Katzenberger both injured their

shoulders. Bond will be sidelined
for the remainder of the season.
Katzenberger saw limited action
in the next game against Nassau
Community College.

Coach Myers stated that
Nassau C.C. was as good as
almost any Division II or III
team, an opinion which was
verified as Hopkins lost 14-2.

With Farmingdale C.C., who
beat Nassau by five goals and
Arundel C.C. who lost to Nassau
by one goal, the schedule gets
tougher for the Jays in the
weeks to come. Coach Myers
feels the team has improved and
played well defensively, how-
ever, although the attack and
midfield corps are still inexperi-
enced and the goalies remain a
question mark.

same way. The same thing can
occur in physical performance.
Creative Performance is a rehear-
sal for a performance.

The team was impressive in
the Nationals not only in terms
of total points, but also in
its performances in the finals. In -
19 out of 23 events, Hopkins
swimmers went faster in the
finals than in the morning
preliminaries. Welsh feels that
this, more than anything else,
separates a good national per-
formance from a great national
performance. He bases this on
three factors. "The first, without
which there is nothing, is that
you must have done the work.
By and large, all other things
aside, the team with the most
high quality work over the
longest period of time is the
team that will win. When we
went to the meet confident that
we had done as much work as
any team in the nation, we were
ready to say we were ready. And
having done the preparation, we
knew we could do it. We were
confident, and that's the "team"
stuff. That comes from having
17 guys at the meet rather than
having two or three.

"It's also a result of having
swimmers early in the meet to
do it. In the first event, the
500-yard freestyle, Francis Flo-
rez and Timmy Collins finished
second and fifth."

Swimming Coach Tim Welsh is presented with "Coach of
the Year" honors by NCAA representative Jules Winn.
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Hopkins Stickers Sweep

Men

Triumph

BY DAVE EINOLF

Combining for 6 goals,
midfielders Ned Radebaugh and
Wayne Davis made up for goalie
Mike Federico's early discretions
to lead the JHU varsity lacrosse
team to a 13-8 win over the
Wahoo's of the University of
Virginia.

The University of Virginia,
6-0 before the contest, demon-
strated a strong and talented
offense which caught Federico
napping early in the game.
Federico showed that he could
put everything together, how-
ever, repeatedly pulling in saves.

Hopkins wasn't the only
team with a goalie, however, as
Cavalier rookie Brian Gregory of
Dulaney High School showed
early in the contest. Gregory
jumped out of the crease to
level no fewer than five Hopkins
offenders, while drawing no
penalty time.

Also leveled in the contest
was Leroy Katz, who was
knocked out by the Wahoo's
Bato Pellington. Pellington, Vir-
ginia's top scorer, assisted once
and scored two goals in a fine
effort, but angered the Hopkins
crowd when he tapped Leroy
with his stick and asked him
if he was alright. Blue Jay Coach

Henry Ciccarone didn't agree,
saying "It was a (expletive
deleted) thing to do."

Hopkins' Wayne Davis tied
the game with two picture-
perfect goals, one at 9:16
and the other with 10:26
elapsed in the first quarter. The
goals were on assists from Jeff
Harris, the Jays' top scorer, who
had 3 goals and 3 assists, for a
game high 6 points. Davis cashed
in on the only man-down score
for the Jays with a rifle shot
from the restraining line with
three minutes left in the third
quarter. Not to be outdone,
attackman Ned Radebaugh
scored with a similar shot just 47
seconds later. In other Blue Jay
scoring, Jim Huntley picked
up 2, while Frank Catrone and
Scott Baugher rounded out the
scoring with one apiece.

This weekend the Blue Jays
take to the road to face Richie
Moran's Big Red of Cornell in
what promises to be a tough
game for Hopkins. Cornell has
dropped in the Coaches' poll
since holding the number two
pre-season spot, losing it to
Maryland after only two weeks
of play. Cornell is still undefeat-
ed in four NCAA contests, after
the Jays broke their 42-game
streak last May. Although Moran
has lost seventeen members of
his 1978 squad his 1979 edition
seems just as tough as ever. •

That game will be covered
on radio by USCLA President
Bob Smith on WITH, 1230 AM
on the dial, and also by WJHU-
FM at 88.1Mhz. Game time is
2:00 PM.

Ladies

Strong

BY KIM COLFER

Hopkins Women's lacrosse
has shown itself to be a powerful
game in the ranks of JHU
women's sports, this week jump-
ing out to post a 2-1-1 record
with its most recent victory
coming over crosstown rivals
Goucher College with a score of
9-3. In addition to defeating the
Goucherettes, the JHU lady
laxers recorded a 20-0 win over
Wilson College while dropping a
close one to a strong Franklin
and Marshall team 4-2. •

Though Goucher has been a
formidable power for many
years, they have lost their
touch since the days when
Hopkins assistant coach Jean-
nette DeVos was a leading
player. To illustrate this, we
need only take an example from
other Goucher sports, as they
have gone dowti in *defeat to
JHU three times this year (field
hockey and basketball),the first
time in Ilopkins coed history
that the women have swept the
series with Goucher.

Even though the Lady Jays
fell to F and M on Tuesday, they
looked quite good facing a foe
that defeated them 13-0 the year
before. This heads-up play can

cont. on p. 15



Hand Hot Hurler 

Jay Nine Improve Record
BY SARA ROBERT

The Blue Jay baseball team

this week defeated Georgetown,

a Division I team Wednesday

after bowing Tuesday to the

Towson Tigers at Towson State

University. The Jays are now 6-7

on the season. Pitcher Frank

Parriera gained his first win this

year over the Hoyas. The

tri-captain looked his strongest

of the season striking out

thirteen Georgetown opponents

while walking only three. At

one point, with the Jays holding

a four run lead Parreira loaded

the bases with nobody out, but

pitched himself out of trouble

by striking out the next three

batters.
During the Georgetown

game, the Blue Jays finally

broke out of a severe hitting
slump, bangin&.. out twelve hits

after only 13 hits in their last five
games. Freshman Bill Stromberg
and Senior Don Sacha led the
hitting attack. Stromberg went
three for four, at the plate,
scored two runs and drove in
two more. Sacha went four for
five, scored and got an RBI.

Against Towson, the day
before the Jays were held
two only two hits and lost 5-1.
Starting pitcher Neil Dleinberg
got the loss after having walked
eight batters arid giving up a
home run in less than five
innings.

The team recently split two

doubleheaders expected to be
their toughest conference com-
petition, the Widener Pioneers
April 7 and the Swarthmore

Garnets March 31. Hopkins
is now 2-2 in the MAC.

the team suffersAlthough

THE WEEK IN SPORTS
April 13 - April 19

Friday, April, 13
Golf v. Western Maryland & Franklin

& Marshall at F & M

Varsity Tennis v. UMBC

Saturday, April 14

Baseball v. Ursinus (2)

Women's Lacrosse v. Western Maryland

(Varsity and JV)

Varsity Lacrosse v. Cornell

Track v. Haverford

Tuesday, April 17

Golf v. Widener and University of Baltimore

Baseball v. Gettysburg

B-Squad Lacrosse v. Farmingdale C.C.

Women's Lacrosse v. Georgetown

Wednesday, April 18

Track v. UMBC at Towson State

Thursday, April 19

Golf v. Delaware & Georgetown

Varsity Tennis v. Ursintis

1:00 p.m. (A)
3:00 p.m. (A)

1:00 p.m. (H)

11:00 am (A)
2:00 p.m. (A).
2:00 p.m. (A)

12:30 p.m. (H)
3:00 p.m. (H)
4:00 p.rh. (H)
4:00 p.m. (A)

6:00 p.m. (A)

12:30 p.m. (II)
3:00 p.m. (H)

IM MI INI IN MI II NM MI MI MI MI

N-L
CLASSIFIEDS
Ell. .0111.0.11 MIEN MEIN

SUBLET UNFURNISHED, 2 B
ed-

room apartment. From June 1

through July 31. $222/mo. util. paid.

Call 366-7412.

STEREO_SPEAKERS: Frazier Stereo

Speakers, 30 watts of power. Beauti-

ful 20x26x12 inch wooden cabin
ets.

Great condition. $240. Call

243-0181.

CAREER STUDENTS? Accumul
at-

ing Degrees? College or grad 
students

of four years or more, send 
descript-

ive-letter and phone no. to Box 5
03,

Stevenson, MD 21153 for investiga-

tive article. SPANISH LESSONS 
and

translations by native teachers. All

levels - 366-2056.

TYPING - Experienced Typist. 
Tow-

son area. Reasonable rates.Mrs.

,Cammarata. 377-2866.

HAIRCUT - SHAMPOO & 
CON-

DITION $7.50 for Men, Women
 &

Children WITH THIS AD. 
Pamper

Yourself Salon, The Carlyle Apts.,

500 W. University Pkwy, 
889-2859.

• 

LADY FINGERS TYPING 
SERVICE

- Fast service, pick-up and 
delivery.

$.85 a page, 363-2098.

GOING ON SABBATICAL? Two

woman law students will house 
sit for

you. One year experience house-

sitting for Hopkins prof., Call 
Susan

or Marg 243-4384.

SPANISH LESSONS and transla-

tions by native teachers. All levels -

al-3056. 

,Sublet, Needed May 12 to 
August 5.

Ten araduate students need 
housing

near Homewood or Hospital 
shuttle

route. Prefer houses or 3+ 
Bedroom

Apts.. Leave furniture/phone in 
good

hands. Carol Payne, 320 W. 
King,

HillsborQ, NC or call (919) 
732-8551

:after 7PM except Tuesday•

from a general lack of hitting a
strong point which has emerged
is the pitching of freshman Steve
Hand. Hand, a Calvert Hall
graduate, won both conference
decisions for the Jays, yielding
only one hit to Swarthmore and
two to Widener while striking
out 11 batters in each of the
games. Overall, Hand leads the
pitching staff with a 1.59 ERA
and three victories. He has not
given up a run in his last 21
innings and has a total of 33
strike outs in 29 innings. 1-4

The second game against
Widener was a disappointing
loss, 4-2 in twelve innings. "
Senior Steffan Burns pitched a
fine game, but finally yielded to
take the loss.

Before the home opener
against Swarthmore, Hopkins
record was 4-5. Included in
these games were three extra-
inning contests. Two of the
extra-inning games were losses
suffered at the hands of UMBC
during the season opener. In
both games, UMBC scored two
runs in the last inning to tie and
went onto win.

Burns was also called on to
go twelve innings when the Jays
played the University of Balti-
more. This time, Burns went the
distance providing the team with
their only extra-inning victory of
the season.

The Blue Jays went 2-2 on a
short trip to Virginia during
spring break. They lost to
Virginia Commonwealth, a Divi-
sion I school, defeated Hamp-
den-Sydney and split with
Longwood College.

Defensively catcher Bruce
Kane has been strong behind the
plate, having thus far caught ten
baserunners stealing, Don Sacha
and Bill Strombert have sparked
some key infield plays.

NEWS-LETTER PA E

Sophomore catcher Bruce Katie pops-up against the Garnet
of Swarthmore.

Ladies' D' Strong
cont. from p. 14

be attributed to the returning
Hopkins defense, spearheaded
by center Lisa Gottsfeld and
wing Aneesa Rahman. Even
after this loss Coach Micul Ann
Morse looked optimistic, saying:
"I hoped we could keep it close;
that's what we did. The defense
played great."

Coach Morse has reason to
be pleased with the defensive
play, but she can also be pleased
with the attack. In last Friday's
home opener, Attack ladies Hala
Makowska, Ellen Lim and Sue
Hooper brought home eight,
four, and four goals respectively
and Goalie Gail Lee racked up
her first shutout as the JHU
ladies defeated a Wilson College
team that faces the closing of
their alma mater after this
season.

In "exhibition" ball at the
Sanford Tournament in
Hockessin, Delaware, twenty of

the Lady Jays played seven
shortened games in nine hours of
lacrosse with some of the best
names in ladies' lax. In attend-
ance were members of the U.S.
team, women like Penn State's
Karen Pest°, Charlene Morrett
and Jodi Field.

While the varsity ladies were

struggling against the F and M
varsity, the JHU JV ladies
showed themselves to be quick
learners with Sharon Weinberg,
Melissa Manlove, Grace Chien
and Lynn Katz all turning in fine
performances in a narrow loss of
5-2.

The Lady Jays are looking
forward to playing at Western
Maryland College tomorrow as
well as against their strong foes,
Georgetown University, on
Tuesday April 17. Both teams
will be fielding tough players in
what should prove to be a
challenge to the Lady Jays'

skills.

111:11llgSave abundle at ORIOLES BASEBALL 
ballpark with an STUDENT CARD I 
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lege ID is all it takes to get an Orioles eal" 
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14efil price"' to Purch jcket win 

Y79
Orioles Student Card.Your senior high school or col-

stimiem,,

Nameor
Student Card. And that gets you a
super $3.50 Upper Reserved seat
to almost every Orioles home game for
just $1.75. Get your Student Card at school
at the Stadium. And get in on our
big deal all summer long.
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